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HINDU PHILOSOPHY 
Hindu Philosophy in a Nutshell- By Edward 

B. Warman, A. M. Price, 50c

Memory Keys. A method tor memory sharp 
ening that is effective without being burden 

some to learn. Price, Postpaid, 50c

The Cabala. By B. Pick, Ph. D. A study 
into the influence of these sacred writings 

on Judaism and Christianity. 116 pages, il 
lustrated, cloth bound,. Price, f.0c

The Chart of Mind. By John Bertram Clarke.
Winning Health and Great Aim with 

Waves of Mind Power'.
Price, Cloth, $1.00; Paper, 10c

Shadows Cast Before. By Claud Field. A 
detailed record of fulfilled premonitions, 

dreams and prophecies in the lives of great 
men and women. Regular price, $1.25. While 
they last. Postpaid, 75c

Age of Reason. By Thomas Paine. Thomas 
Paine was perhaps the greatest and most 

remarkable analyst of the Bible the world 
has produced. Paper binding.

Postpaid, 40c

Healing Forces. A treatise for the busy per- 
on who wishes health by living in accord- 

St * with Natural Law, flow to make use 
of le Healing Forces of Spirit.

Price, Postpaid, 50c

How I Discovered My Mediuraship. A book 
_ of great value to those wishing to develop 

their own powers. Should be studied in con 
nection with “God’s World.**

Price, Postpaid, 75c

Qod'a World. A text-book of the Spiritual 
a cachings. 300 pages, cross reference sub 

ject fndex of 3.000 divisions, beautifully 
feouml m blue cloth with gold lettering. Pub- 
festei at $3.00, Postpaid, $1.50

Un. (asking Fear. “Unmasking Fear” has 
been called by many the most powerful 

little volume in existence. Why fear any 
thing? This little volume points the one 
royal road to freedom from the fear-demort.

Price, postpaid, 25c

Noted Prophecies. By Countess Zalinski.
This book of prophecies, if carefully read 

and dates compared, will let some real light 
in on the subject of “can future events be 
prophesied?” We have only a few copies of 
this remarkable book. While they last, per 
copy. Price, $1.00

Crystal Gazing, Concentration and Auto- 
Suggestion. By John Melville. A revised 

edition. Elementary instructions in crystal 
vision, with a complete treatise on Concentra 
tion and Auto-Suggestion. If you arc a be 
ginner and desirous of perfecting these pow 
ers, this hook is unexcelled. Price, 50c

The Challenge of the War, Modern Light on 
Immortality, The Doom of Dogma and 

The Triumph of Truth. Psychic phenomena, 
science and immortality. Four master books 
by Henry Frank. No library is complete 
without a set of Henry Frank's books.

Price, per volume, $2.50

Hypnotism, Mesmerism and Mind-Reading.
Covers every phase of the subject: How to 

Hypnotize; the precautions and conditions to 
be observed. The philosophy, history and 
practical uses of Hypnotism, with authentic 
examples of cures accomplished in the medi 
cal profession by its aid. Paper covers.

Price, 50c

That Impelling Something. By Dr. Dclmcr 
Eugene Croft, Mental Scientist. This 

book contains 9 lectures on the subjects^ of 
Impelling forces within us, such as your im 
pelling Psychic Force, Intuition, Spirit 
Forces, Visions, Infinite Self, Love Emo 
tions, Impelling Impulses, Aspirations.

Price, 25c

The Natural Laws of Success. There is a 
Natural Law which governs success just 

as there is a Natural Law which controls the 
falling of an apple. This book shows just 
what the natural law back of success amounts 
to, and how—by harmonizing with it, you can 
succeed. Heavy art wrappers.

Postpaid, 50c

Mind, Metaphysics and Logic. By Ingraham.
A treatise embracing Psychology, Epis 

temology, Metaphysics about existences, 
Logic about things as related. A Universe 
of Hegel, Seven processes of Language, 
Nine uses of Languages, Many Meanings 
of Money and Some Origins of the number 
Two, A book, both instructive and inter 
esting. Price, $1.00

What Spiritualism Really Is. This Book is 
Interesting and Fascinating. By Wm. J. 

Bryan. M.D. This book is now receiving a 
cordial welcome by the reading public. All 
honest psychological investigators agree 
with Sir Oliver Lodge that there is some 
thing worth while in spirit phenomena. 236 
pages—bound in cloth and gold. Illustrated.

Postpaid, $2.00
Ingergoll’s Complete Lectures. Ingersoll 

has long been regarded as one of the great 
est orators America has produced.

This volume includes forty-four lectures on 
alt subjects, 411 pages, printed on excellent 
paper, 8vo. Bound in cloth with jacket.

Postpaid, $1,25

earns. Did you ever dream something that, 
came true? It is necessary to understand 
» d ifferen t types of dreams before you 
empt to ascribe meanings to them, A 
luiric com piled  to assist in Dream Analysis 
rj the Interpretation of Dream Symbols 
i  Visions, Postpaid, 50c

Occultism Simplified. By Chas. F. White- 
head. Supreme Grand Vizier, Ancient Or 

der of Oriental Magi. The student of 
mysticism will find here information on these 
arid other subjects; Hidden Meaning of the 
Zodiac Symbol; The Significance of the Al 
phabets and Tarot Cards; How to Make and 
Use the Magic Mirror, with which com 
munication can be established with the Astral 
Brotherhood, 96 pages, illustrated, bound in 
pictorial boards. Price, Postpaid, $1.00

The Blue Island, Latest book inspired by 
W, T, Stead, A recent and direct inspira 

tion from Mr, Stead in spirit by automatic

vr nm th « ig E  the hand of a young ^  
man | t  London m sittings with Miss Stead 
t he hook is parked full of wise and kindly 

counsel and suggestions drawn from his own 
treasury of experiences in Loth worlds, and 
will convince all open-minded readers of its 
genuineness. It is undoubtedly one of the 
m ost interesting, instructive and inspiring 
books in the field of literature. Price, 60c

Journeys Through Space. By Effa E. Dancl- 
son. A hook wc. can recommend with con 

fidence to our readers. It is descriptive of 
life in the Spirit world, and is told in a won 
derfully attractive and descriptive manner. 
For people who have lost a loved one it is 
especially to be recommended, as they will 
feel they arc following him or her in their 
life beyond the veil. Let all who desire to 
know read this excellent book. It is gotten 
up in a neat pocket edition, which can be car 
ried about and studied at any odd time.

Price, $1.00

Occult and Drugless Therapeutics. By 
. Yacki Raizizun, Ph.D., Hindu Philosopher, 

Lecturer, Healer and Teacher. Attain your 
rightful heritage of physical well-being and 
greater achievement by overcoming mental 
and physical disease. Synopsis: Introduc 
tory—Concentration—Healing by Magnet 
ism. Drugless healing not a new art, though 
long lost in our materialistic age. Requisites 
of the ideal physician or true healer: First, 
conscious knowledge of natural forces and 
how to use them. Second, intense desire to 
foe helpful to humanity. Third, purity of 
living. Fourth, knowledge of anatomy. Fifth 
and Sixth, clairvoyance and clear seeing. 
Seventh, intuition. Magnetism: An .entirely 
original explanation. Low vitality due to lack 
of magnetism. Flow to cure headaches, 
asthma, colds, etc., by magnetic healing, and 
by use of concentration and constructive 
imagination.. Beware of hypnotism or mes 
merism for healing purposes unless by a 
competent operator. Bound in cloth, stamped 
in gold. Price, postpaid, $2.00

— 1--- “ ---------------------------- -------------1---------------- -— :
“T he D octrine and Practice 

of Yoga,” or “Higher Yoga 
D evelopm ent,” by Swami 
A . P . M ukerji, of India.

This wonderful course consists of prac 
tical instruction in regard to the adapta 
tion of one’s intellectual and moral feelings 
by coalescing them with the spiritual. . Prac- 

j tical instructions in regard to subjective 
and objective concentration, fully elucidat 
ing. the teachings of active and passive Men 
tation, thought-force, Maya, and Brahraa- 
charya. Part I I  trea ts on Mystic Will- 
Force and Magnetic Control, on peace and 
happiness, personal power, the “I AM" 
consciousness, the M astery of Will-Force, 
magnetic Will-Force which is precursory 
to self-control, balance, relaxation, and ex- 

j position on the solar-plexus. Part III gives 
only the practical, instructions in regard 
to Yoga and Psychic development, teaching 

j all the principles of .Yoga in modern Eng* 
j lish, character-building, visualisation, the 
| conservation of energy, giving postures and 
i asanas, and full instruction in regard to the 

Doctrine of Realisation, and directing the 
sub-conscious. The only course of Us kind 
ever offered to the public by our society, 

j In three great sections (complete in 1 vol.j; 
price, complete, $5.00.

Please mention PSYCHIC POtVEU MAGA7.1NE when you write advertisers
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Ac People Be T o ld  H ow  to  V ote r

E«r

aa*  to  an adviser. « * c  
« s» b««k laws = he m
tesgsaoernsru <

V? S3.*K ««T 5E 
UtM rhcm 1

r3j -̂ic-TJSf so lock a f te r  she affair 
L c-r- e ’’C e le J  a  P reside®  to  ru le  over or

s e a l  aiea to  Wssfciag- 
a law  abiding citizen, 

hk^gtoa so guard  therishrs e*£

to  take o a r  ideas. our seeds, and  
nnatii s e a  H i  • -•«king laws fo r  the benefit of s 3  t ie  
fgtgk. wB the O ar P ie sd e p t i s o s  have qnali-
t js  -riich wSS enable him  to  lisoalize , to  anticipate. 
thwe acBss. H e mass have courage: he m ust have 
 pan B e m ast be a m ao gifted, w ith love and  the 
effidahaess ©f a  little  c-MId. H e  m ust have the wisdom 
d  she ages. H e most, have endurance, fo r  he is the 
ssB hoard on the great highway. d irecting  the great 
tkusEg. He must be un-impeachable and  a peer among 
saa that he m ay hold the good name of onr Xation 
srsaBkd and unapproachable.

Have the people been aroused to  their needs? A nd  
*31 they study the Political question and  the problems 
vhkh confront them ? 1X31 they  recognize the enemy 
that threatens th e ir liberty  today?

Mast we have another Boston Tea P a r ty  in  o n r in  
ternal affairs to  free us from  th e  foreign barnacles th a t 
iave fastened themselves u pon ns?

Freedom for the rich is  Patriotism an d  toyaliy to  
ssr Country: but when justice fo r the  poor is asked 
for, it is Treason.

“ A  Government for  the people, by th e  people, and  of 
the people’'* is the principle upon which th is  United 
States was founded. Religion was the issue a t th a t 
time. We have the same Country, th e  same desire for 

- freedom today ; bu t we have added to  the issue a 
monster as big and  as disastrous as the question of 
religion ever was. This m onster has arisen and 
fastened its fangs upon us and  when we strip  it of its 
glittering garments we find it  is no new  enemy, b u t 
the old one dressed up . I ts  name is Foreign Affairs, 
and its power is G O L D ; its object is to  rule.

Let us remember the Boston Tea P a r ty  and  the men 
who founded this Government, and  why, and  how; 
remember the cause which was ju s t and  tru e  and is ju st 
and true today ; and  remember when yon go to the poles 
to vote, that a  keen vision is needed. Yon must look 
deep and know w hether you are  voting for the man 
who will advise w ith you and  counsel with you ; who

will aid  you in  m arketing the f ru its  of your tabor.
You muss drive deep and  f e d  cws whose ioseresss be 

as hears; i f  is is n w r  children 's a r  use children  o f 
the harlot. who has *r!r*«ed h im : if he as interested 
i s  h o n e  affairs first, o r if fee is like the provincial shoe 
maker.

W omen! A re you voting o r are  yoa stay ing  a t 
borne! Mothers! I t  is a stupendous question to  de 
cide who shall condemn o r M o t o r  m a r  child, who 
ssrsys from your fireside: who shall make th e  law  for 
y e a r  daughter; your duty was never so ( isa r . never 
so necessary to  be done w dL as mar.

O ar forebearers sat a t the spinning wheel and  w aited 
on the males o f  the household. Is  w as th e ir  d u ty  as 
they saw i t :  b u t mice were a ttrac ted  to  th e  y arn . 
W here was the guardian of women ? W hat w ere they  
doing? W omen became d a w s  an d  chatte ls : today , 
women are  f re e : we are  b o  longer slaves, b a t  we a re  
still chattels o f men. Women, know th e  L A W ! Do 
your du ty  a t the polls as fa ith fu lly  as you d id  i t  a t  
th e  spinning wheel- Y our boy an d  g irl dem and i t ; 
your grandehfldreB are entitled to  it- Den t  be t«4d 
how to vo te: study the issue: s tudy  th e  m an  a n d  his 
principles. Take tim e to  th ink . F o rg e t th e  p a r ty . 
Remember the duty . Keep the pledge o f L IF E  u n  
sullied fo r yourself, fo r your neighbor, fo r  y o u r chil 
d ren  and  theirs and  fo r  y our country  th a t  th ey  m ay 
have an  inheritance to  be p roud of and  an  exam ple to  
follow th a t no breath  of scandal can tarn ish . R a m » -  
ber! every woman of the street an d  the dives vriti cote ; 
every m an who supports these women irfll rots, an d —  
REM EM BER—T H EY  W IL L  M A K E T H E  L A W  
which will decide the fate of y o u r boy an d  y o u r g ir l  i f  
YOU F A IL  IX  YOUR DUTY.

The country needs your vote. Cast i t  on election d ay  
fo r the m an who stands fo r JU S T IC E  fo r  A L L  th e  
people, ALL T H E  TIM E.

H ie Newspaper of Tomorrow
By BURTON C  BROWN

A s a m cider of public thought an d  a  bu ild er of. a 
higher standard  of m orality, th e  press h as perchance 
the greatest opportunity  of any agency today . P re s  
sure brought to bear, however, on  editors in  genera l 
by pow erful interests, tends to  du ll the. lu s te r  o f th e  
tru th  th a t otherwise would flow from  th e ir  pens, an d  
fo r lack of courage a  smoke-screen is throw n before 
the ir readers’ vision.

Fundam entally , the press, in  its  free  a n d  u n tra m  
melled state , is the safe-guard and  the w atch fu l eye o f 
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the public, throwing, as it may, a spot-light into all 

obscure corners of politics, that legislation, thereby, 

may become pure ami unadulterated. The press of 

tomorrow will fearlessly paint the picture as it is. no 

matter how horrifying it may be to its audience or how 

mortifying it may be to the actor in the drama, it  

will build confidence into the public mind where now 

is utter lack. A return to normalcy can only come 

when we have a clean press and the readers come to 

know that there is nothing under cover that is detri 

mental to their best interests.

life. Relentlessly will il attack I hose who 
for private gain.

The editor of tomorrow will wield a n 
for truth that will dare the courage of 
sympathy with it. l i e  will make war on 
itig a picture so hideous of the modern bat 
the war-makers, themselves, will shudder I 

it.
He will insist that no public official 

office unless lie has earned the right by c 
and experience that has proven his integrit 
his ability.

The press is, indeed, the safety valve in time of 

stress in that the political pirate seeks cover in vain.

Xo time in our history has there been a greater need 

for a fearless newspaper that will fight relentlessly 

for the right, with the solid backing of the reading 

public to see to it that those seeking special favor do 
not clamp a muzzle over its mouth. Only by the 

hearty co-operation of our best citizens, who see clearly 
the necessity of a return to confidence in our govern 

ing bodies, can a newspaper act with the freedom nec 
essary to be effective.

The press of tomorrow will stand for justice for the 
poor and rich alike. Ever will it strive for order. It 
will extend the helping hand to the oppressed ; it will 
put a new tone into the business world—that of serv 
ice. It will stand for fair dealing.

It will give much space to inspirational articles 
that will raise public ideals to higher levels of expres 
sion. Much wisdom will be contained therein as to 
personal conduct and the fundamentals of true suc 
cess. Beauty, love, art and music will be the pillars 
to the press of tomorrow. The public will learn that 
the greatest pleasure in the world is expressing one’s 
dreams or ideals. This is. indeed, the true success— 
that the untapped reservoirs of one’s being may be 
opened, that all the world* may be benefited and in 
spired to greater harmony and peace of soul thereby.

The press of tomorrow will teach the new psychology 
—the psychology of optimism, that pictures a winding 
road leading to an enchanted garden of realities, that 
the toiler, who has faith in his ideals, can climb to.

It will teach also that the only excuse for possessing 
anything is its use; that latent talents become be 
fogged and lost if left dormant. It will point to the 
necessity of church and state providing the means for 
each individual to express what is held within his con 
sciousness; for every human has the inherent right 
to receive his opportunity for the unfoldment of his 
talents.

Tt will print the truth about health and happiness. 
It will not stand for lack of efficiency either in so- 
called doctors or legislators. It will cry down the law 
makers and hold up justice as the elixir of national

He will see the delicate task of fitting tl 
e rat ion to its duties o f tomorrow. Sclioo 
the last word in sanitation with instructors 
how to bring out the highest and the be 
child will be our editor’s ideal.

With keen discernment he sees the liei 
toiler at the plow, as well as others who p 
necessities of life. He will ever be the stau 
of the weary who are patiently facing their 
to the breaking point. H is one ambition 
establish order in each individual’s life, fcni 
to be the corner-stone of thrift, which in tur 
happiness. He will point tirelessly to the 
our interests are mutual, and that unity of 
purpose is the only plank that will stand in i 
cal party’s program.

The newspaper of tomorrow, then, must 
editor whose heart is in the right place, 
words, the welfare of his public is paramou 
purpose. He must have a will so staunch ti 
ing can swerve him. Obstacles will only enl 
stand for the right.

May the ideal newspaper of tomorrow stane 
as a reality in our midst. L et’s boost for it!

Oliver Lodge Sees World Destrm
By R O B ER T  J .  PREW

A warning to nations that they are driftinj 
tual extermination was uttered today by Sii 
Lodge, addressing the National Free Church 
at Brighton.

“ It would seem to be regarded a step in ad’ 
wage war mainly by machinery,”  declared Sir 
“ The idea of progress is to be able to guide tan 
marines and airplanes from a distance without 
inside of them so they may be laden wholly wi 
explosives, poison gases and disease germs.

“ That is what we will come to if we do not re 
sanity. Wholesale destruction seems logicall 
rated. Women, as well as men, must be slaug 
the wounded prevented from recovering and tl 
dren prevented from growing.
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“Every advance in Knowledge and power can be 
used for evil ends. Conditions have so changed that, 
surely mankind must revolt against the prospect. .Some 
day the.race will realize ihe possibilities of (he power 
that, can be wielded by mu! uni help and the working 
together of nations In true co-operation.*'

Effa E. Danelsoti

All roads will eventually lead into the Psychic 
Science field.

He who falters when his position is well taken loses 
all; but he who maintains a well taken position con 
quers and goes steadily on, becoming a power and a 
tower, gaining strength 'to gain more ground.

Our lives are as the great ocean with its shoals 
and rocks, treacherous places, strong waves and great 
depth of calm, beating the frail barque or carrying the 
great ship. Would you sail the ocean’s depth 
with, safety ? Sit calm and be a great ship, challenging 
the waves t.o hold you that yon may experience the 
sfci’cngth within yon. Bring forth from the depth of 
your ocean bed the pearls that lie hidden there. Be 
deck yourself with the precious jewels of thought and 
reason. The life will give forth its wonderful light. 
Be not swayed by every wind that blows; set your 
course and point the way. Yorit Edit o r .

Psychic Phenomena and the Investigator
By EFFA E. DANEJLSON 

Author of uJourneys Through Space"

The investigator who wishes to direct his searchlight 
on Psychic phenomena should begin his investigations 
by purging himself of all deceit and licentious rnur- 
niiirings; should go to the priest or minister and con 
fess all his sins of omission and commission; should 
remember he is preparing himself to talk to all the 
saints and Angels of time past, loved ones, friends and 
thinking men and women of his own age. lie should 
refrain from chewing and smoking tobacco. Me should 
refrain from eating flesh for at least three months 
prior to the time set for said investigation that he may 
have a sweet breath when approaching the shrine. He 
must enter the presence of all mediums with clean 
hands and a pure heart and know that, to get the best 
results, the law governing inediumship must be com 
plied with, either consciously or unconsciously. In 
reality the best results are obtained where the sitter is 
not over anxious. Be. interested, ask your questions 
mentally, unless otherwise requested by the medium. 
Remember, your turn to die may come next. Visualize 
this picture; think of yourself as a spirit seeking to 
console your loved ones; visualize the medium, listen 
ing for the voice of a loved one that she may give a 
message of comfort. Remember yon are that loved one; 
the one you wish to Teach is testing the medium. The 
medium feels this and prevents you from assembling 
the proper chemicals which are necessary for the par 
ticular demonstration you wish to make. The medium 
is in constant fear and you have to give up. Your 
loved one goes from the meeting, discouraged, dis 
gusted; nine times out of ten, the medium is branded 
as a fake.

Why did not the sitter get the message? Reasons 
are numerous; too much anxiety, too little knowledge; 
Selfishness; arguments; skepticism, etc. To get re 
sults, treat the question intelligently, using your men 
tality, not brute force, in determining whether the 
psychic is honest or otherwise. You can not find out 
the value of the Radio by pulling the machinery to 
pieces or get the harmony from a musical instrument 
by pounding on the keys. You must learn the law 
governing these instruments and act upon them intelli 
gently to find their value or determine their perfect 
mechanism.

Up to the present time, as far as the writer has been 
able to determine, this question has been treated as 
though the psychics were inhuman beings and not be 
longing to the human race. The history of all investi 
gations which have been carried onv so far, have shown 
more detail of how the psychic was tied, hound and 
gagged than about the results obtained. Highway 
robbery methods have been so dominant in these in 
vestigations that it is a miracle that any results at all
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vmoL. The others ^ u lx i c d y  be allowed there after 
the aaedhia has had them searched and inrestigatexi 
as to their honesty and earcestnws ami after they 
haw  beeosae thoros^hly educated as to the laws gov- 
&razzsg what seems m them to be impoissibie things.

Igsorar/ee abounds in the seance room. The mourner 
who s te  ia  she s ite e e  wish only her hoj>e o f g^ tiug 
i&tz wt>rd ss a m re  capable judge o l true mediumship 
and r l  get better results than the Scientist with his 
weights and measures and his test conditions with the 
medium.

The s&rtvwiag ones haw  been the ones who h aw  
prow ii t© the world that death does not end all: for 
Urnse dear «c k s , who aw  called dead, haring been uien-

r a w es«a r i^ w j \ \ ,* t\: beateu path twin ^
^ , \ l  H osve'iu sxv cd!led> • >viden^d and k
;rg . n n :u  ?V\"VA TVS '  X }•" f *' V .’* wu! N S \V'  Hfe are t e i s ^
the gtvsat h'ig ^ X v‘ 'fe A.v1 >.* S t 1of tvk!:ef from sorrow, ̂ 4
ness and. 'sn .ux! rtv'ds\CS,

<H;r brv:i• -i Sy T\V>SS '.‘*c wxter are  training jw d :^
re prvxluco mauifes*^3i\'V.S, lu the ra ise d  &**&<£
A m erica  ?1icy a re  mxki,tlg \taws to prevent the t8s?
th e  n a tu ra l g ifts  which o u r meti and wvwuen haw.

Tfê  V nucvi States, the birthplace of this
?Hxe. kuvw n as Mv\leru $p sritnalism. should emt s<®.
l>ks of learning for the prv>i\agat:on of this
Truth. If these ma îifestatmns were dependent m
the rnent;aH:y of the nnv.ujim. the very eoaditim sa?ece
he is ids[v\\i in by these self'Upixdnted. unprepuoi
invest igators, would provent the marufxsiation.

Fortmiasely' for Science. the manifx'statioas are m
dependem on the uuxlinm s  mentality. A I\vdic 
pfcen«ne»«t is a  chemical production. This eheatx*̂  
is w ry  abundant in some individuals and, when »u!»d 
is bm tght forth in large xptaunnes. The human K\  ̂
is a re^rwnr. filled with wonders, and when the $&* 
lis t  turns h k  attention to the unlUng of these ptv\hK& 
he w ill find that the human brain is the greatest Kfch» 
b«oadeastiu$t station o f  all ages.

A ll that is manifesting ontskle o f  man has Ives 
drawn from the storehouse within, I.ei us invent wajs 
and means to iw s e n v  I-ife and develop the ehihi say 
child: all ehilvlren. K illing the body fills the wv>fi\i 
with criminals: preserve I fife and train the child te 
think exnisrmcuvely and in  a few geuetati^ 
"L dlU lT ,"  which is  iutelUgence. will atvnukl ^4 
earth will indeed have gained Heaven,

E very child is a psychic: every child sees aiw ke*rs 
independently of the ivhy'sical eye or ear, but these 
eyes and ears are closed as tight as a drum the (tea 
time the child asks a question that its mother esm mt 
answer,

E w n  Government should look after all children *&ti 
see to it that no baby is left with parents who do 
know how to feed it  and teach it o f the great things 
that every child beholds from the time it is thtve 
months old. AM children view the whole world at tks 
age and i f  this picture could be unobstructed, every 
child would be governed by a Master mind.

The first thing a child gets is a dose of something 
to  make it sleep when it wants to explore the uev 
country it finds itself in. A fter having explored a 
little, in spite o f its keepers, it reaches for smnethiwg 
and its tiny hand is pat down. This is disappoint*#*! 
number one. Note the change in the baby s face? h 
has grown old.

Children should have a place at least as free ftvat 
interference as the kittens of the house. The impata 
of the baby is governed by growth. Marty a promisiujf

i>» f*pt 34>



MIND, THE MASTER BUILDER
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j\yv^«4«0 ef *Cu» ^ K t  .4 *£*vr ok Jfelitt 0?

(At *Ot% w .

Tcfitb r*ptt

vCewtacd w*» t a t  “a-aA*
^ v t% simple as :lu w  principles appear-they are the 

fwndatkm of human attainments. and ignorance of
^r ***** npw mankind results in incompetence*

failure and discouragement.
In this (VD)vr we shall study how those iT O  

orerui* in the activities o f the Unconscious Mint!

I V  in Ilnmnn

It k  one of the revelations o f Nature that she has 
w  ethical standards. She knows neither right nor 
wrong. One law is everywhere manifest 5 the I^h* of 
;kt I ta ta f  AY tint Nature has done ew.ee she
ukHuc s to do again. Her so-called laws indeed a*u 
nothing else than the fixation of habit or the per- 
sktenee of Inertia. W hen her forces move in one 
direction her inclination is to keep on in that diwc- 
tkn; she never pauses to foresee results or ask about 
moral v\ms*\\ueuces. She is. from the human point 
id view, both good and bad. and equally intense in 
the one as in the other.

The reason for this is that all her intensive work 
» the outcome of automatie or uneouseious energies. 
While, it is true, in .Man she has developed couseiou^- 
ness, it is also true that in him she achieves her effects 
through the Unconscious in his organism.

The only saving feature in Man. and the means of 
his redemption. Ik's in the fact that the Conscious 
way guide and direct the Unconscious; hut the un 
fortunate fact remains that in the majority of men 
the fortuitous works more eommonly than the fore 
seen ; that is. men are indifferent of what registra 
tions the Conscious makes in the Unconscious- and 
therefore the general condition of mankind is far 
from reaching anything like the ideal possibilities 
of nature.

Uenee the most important of all the instructions 
which can be inoculated in the human being relate 
to the instructions which the Conscious gives to the 
Uneouseious; the entire planetary fate of mankind 
centers in that capacity.

Xow. unhappily. Incompetence, which we have been 
studying, is the great bugbear in human endeavor. 
Everywhere the paths of mankind are strewn with 
the corpses of human failure. Not one in ten million 
attain to what they might* by the innate powers of

which they are posseted. On the contrary* the 
majority of humankind long before they Kv«  
candidates for Eternity mourn their dismal disap 
pointment with life.

Sow why is  this! U is absurd for failures to take 
cm a "grouch" ami blame Cod. v\r Nature or other 
human Ivinga. The fault is not in their stars but in 
themselves. The misfortune is that ordinarily men are 
not educated in the psychological laws of human elfort ; 
and until they understand amt apply those laws fa il 
ures by the millions will continue*

As l have said. Imxuapefeue* k  the g t^ t  bugivar. 
How does it come about! Take the simple effort of 
making an exact copy of a  written instrument. This 
would seem to be so simple that anybody could always 
accomplish it without serums ditficuUy. Hut enter 
any business or professional office and hear the oom- 
plaints and scoldings of those in charge l

How few ate there who achieve exactness * What 
a mess of frequent omissions, insertions and incidental 
errors- Now let us study the causes First, the use 
of the eye. Remember, we are studying the principle 
of Co-ordinatiou. l*H>k on a pair of scissors. It k  
objective to your vision. Hut while it seems to be 
an object outside of you. you see it not but as you  
behold its subjective presetuat ion. That is. the mental 
picture must be an exact copy o f  the physical object. 
Now. in normal persons or in persons properly cdu- 
rated in the act of observation. the subjective or in- 
ward picture will absolutely agree with the outward 
object, hecansc the two have been euM vliM toi in the 
processes of the Omisciousness. In a normal person 
the balance or coordination k  perfect, the outer and 
the inner agree.

Hut alas, how few are. normal or correctly edu 
cated ! In almost every one of us because o f our faulty 
co-ordination. caused by an incorrect edueat ten*. there 
k  more or less dk-erdinatfou; a discrepancy in the 
mental vision that distorts the outer picture. Kook 
casually &t a pair of svksoes. and then remove the 
object. It wilt he difficult for many to recall or visual* 
ire the precise object. The mental setaors may be 
longer or shorter than the physical. it35 blades may 
appear uneven; it might go so for as to be reduced 
in the vision to but one blade and confused with a 
knife. When* in fact, the deficiency of the mental
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vision m extras* the a k d  mkht easily*
baa co write **3eia*rs" in the copy s0^ 1, ‘.
vajTier hoage of knife. and thus 3i- s t t o ?
ciro the copied a sa n ^ rip t

Ther» Is a ea»w» potential weakness in *** o- 
® dial say be ‘*£*i "mental him-lnas. iiU'  ^  

PNair of finin' eo-ordinarioii between an 0
j* t sees wither and it- csentai rcibfX re v e re ,  in 
the brain, PmresfiGr William *Tamc*i in hxs "Pvcbol- 
tw r” »w . "I am mental!v deaf—if. hearx? &
E <an’t ryafl how ct lock*: ami mentally DuB»i **-
weinff it. l  «aai*c retail it- .ionzid or name,

Herr lies the eause of the imperi^'t copy or lanky 
rs^rilranozL The mind or conscious faculty snbsti- 
ones anemseiazsly an obj*;t whii:h &s blindness to the 
aenal object eanses it to f& f*xrreme eascs where 
the brain centers are dL'-eased,, a patient may go so far. 
as revealed k  pyciofogieal clink*, aa. to call a pair 
of a hair bmh.. an umbrella a plant of
iiwersiv an appEe a portrait of a lady, ete, fa .w:h 
esse* k  * as k  were a (^sequence of the crossing 
of the fibers between the cells so that the wrong cells 
are hoofcti together, and the consequent false Image 
k regikeretL

P  0  W  £  ®

am ong ’ 

ready  ri

r->  w  they m i l
tr make for Ineomp^t^

and raiidr*'- .
. r oi.l" *-•• ii:di:-.yj^r^hie efem^r/jf

te n .i i^  rr* Or.-er.;:r.mn, ft »  perhaps
iumo ,v. J ^ d  id- i Lipen.-.ahle of all oar menu
most im. > - ^  rea- her- or parent* take wfc

-Xr;  *f,r or neglect in. those who are wufo
o* its deveiop“iC* ,
'  I ” , Tl:^v ^ r**'* rnr' rriisearriagwi andn^

,.n>tr <••*- •' ..^re that next time the child will
ens*1- Ti'^fil Ou u- • • •
I y  ^  |5,Jt whea we understand the law of merrla, 

  t L t  u re  a h * * ? ’ I B *  10 ^ P **1 <•*
“ bm* i t o r  w-ai msafi a dfep'/sitiori In the diiMw 
,v «  r^r.rfV a.- h* r' r  perhaps mf.rii m.

For remember, we are stndying the law of ^  
ordlnatkn, and that means that whenever the »in4 

*x*reised even slightly, it eanses a modification w
rake place in the arrangement and dispoekkii of rk 
brain celfe. Always there is a physical aceorapafli- 
ment to every mental act. ft is heeaase the menral 
act Is not merely something *; in the a i r / ’ hnt is aisft 
a material act. or a physical registration, that i t  k 
dimcnit to ''change the m ind" or the habit of 
ordination when one want* to. Xattrre has establish#!

la. Freud s work on Ereryday "blips/' "The P.ty- ^ specific correspondence between mental activity*^ 
'‘iujparliologT of Eseryday Life/' he poinu out that cranial adjustment. The cells are electrical apparatau, 
kerf is pmahiy aa em/irknal kittor, also, in this They are constantly charged, discharged and rft- 
divergence between objectt «er. &sd the Images which charged. When the mind Is active this process k 
they register k  the brain. Re ' ays the faulty <sr> conthnions: when it is passive or ax rest the eefin 
wi jianon. say resnk from, a feeling of dislike toward remain passive or static.
the object, or there may be a»iciated with, k some 
mrideflt kat one wkhes ro and In such eases the 
Caeosatfoait aca Lfce a een.v<r. refnsing to let the 
€ffljaes*s ]& i êe the aefoaf object and m km i- 
tates for it one more agreeable. There k  donhtlcss 
Vime truth In thoogh k a  onke possible to ex- 
a^erate the exereaie of inch an agency. I am in- 
ein»d m think the fanliy co-ordination rather 
from a momentary *rate of ah»<erit-mlndedfle»<s daring 
the efertaZMB. ^nferkg the object to become blended 
wkh other menrai kwares that float through the mmd 
from pw'io® experier^.

That then. Ik the haws of fneompetenee: for where 
k fleenrs k may be wn. that it f<w»ltj» frrjm faulty eo~ 
ordinat/in which, itself, »  the ^m-wincnce of fnat- 
teafkfi. The power of eooeentratk»ft. that k  of d k  
eenkg a fegieal relation between r ĵeef-t and mental 
mwges. objective and subjective states, has been weak 
ened or Impaired,

5»W there a  hut one way to overcome this weak- 
nemj that k  by a process of Inrcnsive edacatkm. Toe 
danger of Incompetence Iks at the very beginn'mg of 
one k fif&v Aa the twg k bertt, so grow'* the tree. 
Tkk neeewary erHirdmatkwt or mental awynariort 
k tirelessly taugk r/, the young. SKpshodincas and 
haphazard, performance are tew frequently ignored

V jw the fundamental basiness of education #»- 
’ ists in the growth and training of the brain eeOs. 
This education, nifly-wdly, begins at the beginning of 
(Ifer while the infant Is nursing a t its mother s bosom, 
perhaps even before this, while still it lies in mfMha* 
îon. AH the celLs inherit germinal intelligence, Jnsc 

as v k  mn«t cultivate seerLi in order to raise plants aid 
nut*, so must we nurture the cells in order to develop 

^  ^ J**^i** ^nd habits in human mdividualit
. . «tv cerrair, elements latent in the cells which 

will either remaitv t , .. , . ,  f .«*am dormant and potential or. if cute-
f:XPfp̂ sed and nsefuL “ Appearances a  

T. r l^onaldvm m “ The Growth of the
Bram, lead to the conclusion that many elements 
stop short of complete development, and that number 
which might develop, m any given ease, is far beyond 
the number that actually does so .rr

That » . Nature has endowed each human being, each 
infant when bom, with a specific number of nuriad 
cells, which are intended, to he expanded and de- 
veloped by experience and edrwation: and the futon* 
of each individual w ill depend wholly on the degrw 
of development given them. All depends on exercise 
rm .  cultivation, persistence, A fact not, perhaps com 
monly known, hfft which k  moat important, k that the 
specific number of cells in the brain m  fixed, and after
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k  not eadr/wed with an on the intellxgenee and the w fll o f the m ind a fte r  th e  
All that takes place in the mmxcm  attention of the la tte r k  removedL once th e 
is 2. growth, expansion, ad- apparatus is* generated -and set a -g ^ g . T tm  fa c t 

among those preexisting indicates the friecd lm aa, so to speak, o f N atu re; h er
disposition to economize our energy. to m bstL* 
tote tmeongeious for conscious effo^ ^  ^  oar oeeu-
pations. But, of course, w*? are speaking hmiLazilyr
wnen we refer to a i n  a £ X&tore; aa she 

o  h e w

a n c ie n t  a n d

;*dls* of the number takes place; the
[̂̂ radon and change consists wholly In the altera- 

jen. or the shape and association of the cells; so that 
21 the Last analysis the foundation of human educa-
hoe is physical: that k , it is evidenced hi the way the works on without any apparent c^m e n i %a 
•letis have been used and cultivated. Nature has not her energies or forces may affect 
only teen, from our point of view, wisely provident Here it might be well to  call attention to the method 
fa her endowment of human beings, but she has also of educating the ceils or their eier&ent&. Our success 
been most gracious. For the reflex effect of the mental will depend on the degree to which, we can rele&zze 
process becomes automatic: after the mind gives to conscious effort to its  Tmcosseioos phase. P rzekee  
zhe cells certain impulses and directions, then the c^h must continue tHI all phases of eor&rJ>ume& cease and 
work out future results for themselves. The nerve the performance becomes automatic. Nothing is really  
substance responds mechanically or dynamically to learned until a ll effort to realize & passes from  the 
the mental effort; and when the effort is persisted in mind. Knowledge must be converted into m em ory- 
there Mows habitual activity, which continues- with- that is. the act of a^ukfrioii mm i esesse completely! 
out conscious attention. That is the reason that in- Only when conscious knowledge is unconsciously regrk- 
nial effort is so important; for by the law of Inertia tered Is it relegated to memory. M em ory is uncos- 
what is finally done will be patterned by what is soloes; knowledge is eocsdous. But, ?mffi knowledge 
begun. It is also the reason why initial efforts are becomes memory it is of little value to us. It Is for this 
always difficult and discouraging. Before the act is reason that so often, reading k  useless to  people, 
begun the cells have already acquired a certain dlspo- They acquire the information which the page affords

merely to hold it for a moment in consciousiesB; they 
have the momentary knowledge of what they peruse;

srnon and companionship. That Ls, they have a latent 
deposition to find certain associates among the cells, 
and if what one attempts to do requires a new adjust- 
mezz it demands a departure from, former association 
and the seeking of new association. Therefore a modi 
fication of the cells is a difficult process, for it oeca- 
s g b s  a sort of wrench or pulling apart which can o n ly  

%me about, of course, as the result of intense mental
energy

When a typist, for instance, begins to strike the 
keys of a typewriter, her effort, when she is in the 
process of learning the art. is clumsy, hesitant, faulty 
and bewildering. But after she persists she does her 
work almost without thinking about it—with the 
slightest conscious attention.

The reason is, the brain cells which her mind re 
quires for her effort, have not at first let go their 
former association; they are as yet hut latent and 
undeveloped in the use she requires of them. But 
after continuous labor the cells expand in the way 
they should, that fa, send out new fibers or connecting 
links, discharge increased electrical energy, cause 
certain chemical reactions; in short, generate a new 
apparatus for the mind to use which, after it is per 
fected, acta on automatically of itself, and relieves the 
cooflefaua mind. Just as the will and mteEigence of 
its maker enter into a mechanical instrument after 
the inventor has conceived and die mechanic has con 
structed it, and it then no longer requires the atten 
tion of either mechanic or inventor, after the power 
is attached; m  the cell-apparatus of the brain carries

but as they do not dwell upon i t  by m zensrre  atten 
tion ; they do not give it time to srnk into unconscious 
memory. True, it is not lost: somewhere i t  abides in  
the depths of their being; but it is unlikely to be re 
called because the cells associated in  the momentary 
knowledge were not sufficiently associated; not suffi- 
dendy-cemented, to speak metaphorically. The atten 
tion glues the ceils, as we might say; consequently 
their tendency to come together again under the 
slightest provocation is increased. B ut where there 
is little attention, and the knowledge Is a momentary 
acquisition, the cells being differently associated, the 
memory is apt to be weak or faulty.

Thus, for instance, in the effort o f m em orizing & 
speech or a dramatic role, consciousness a t first p lays 
a conspicuous part. But the actor or orator w ill prob 
ably fail if  he depends on the continuity o f the con 
scious effort. Only when the elements o f the cells 
have been so enlarged or trained that they them selves 
aflHTmte the consciousness o f the labor, and the in d i 
vidual ceases to be conscious o f his effort, is memory  
established and success insured A utom atic effort 
must substitute intellectual or conscious effort ; th e  

only then, are sufficiently educated for the spe 
cific work.

At this point it would be w ell to ca ll attention to  
an erroneous teaching sometimes indulged in . I t  »  
assumed that the cells may be forced in to  obedience 
by a mere effort or command o f the W ill. I t  is  as-
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m m  I  ! i 4 » «  m    i« A    I
M l  inB  "» '   ' ‘ mci'H M M  I  w i g

, ' M    I  i/innifcHlly 1  ,m ,r . l . i
H I  Hi.pply of Ul„ PI,,,,,!   M  M H|j(,|„il.u(i

, 7 '  l',’" 7 , ‘V01' '""y be nl‘l« l»y nil WIVl of 1 1 1 ., will 
rive it i mxlH ii nium.l.., in i’Ihi.IP, would no). 

h v iii pi t io (l«vo|«pinoijjjii|)|)i| (fi'oW||) of llii: iniiHCl.*.
- 10 1 ̂ Mmiy, it might only induce congestion and

• voj, per, »iM\, high Mood prosslire, The orcinrnt- 
M o n  of Mood i„ (|,« e„||H tissue of ll,o body is 
not I m only rerp/iNile for i-om-c.l, growth mid improvc- 
ifiool:. UiH u f cl I igr a (, aggregation of Mood corpuscles 

depletion and degeneracy, rather limn 
to i ©Hired doVfdoprmml. Nature insists that Hindi use 

w<5 M' mir physical organs mid instruments 
o . growth Hindi bo rational mid p ^ p r iS g  to lift* organ 
ised laws,

Apparently who did not into,id dial; wo should Shoals 
mr by any such ©heap device uh tlio morn exorcise of

ecptiMo of lofty iutelfcH.iiaJ ul l.mnniont, then 
ilia eelIn Hr. in waiting for Unit excitation and (Jjjw 
(ion which slmll call to them the requisite flow <,f 
Mood that will food mnl develop them accordii,g 
nature's own laws. What they then crave w nwnlo?,,, 
ing, agitation, rousing end exercise that limy rmy 
duly pnrforni their fimctim-jH. But to conceive fclif̂  
merely by ikinkinf/ or will power, ono can drive tl,* 
cells to tboir nppoiutod plaees and cause liboiti 
develop genius in miy individual, is to expect iHitterflip* 
to become eagles and Jamba to bn converted into IIouh.

The l/ncormeious or (bn Hubeonseious can ficcoin- 
pli.sli miii'li mid in a most potent agent in tile li/unK 
of a wine instruetor ami guide, but the niiooimcioiik 
in no more lawless than the conscious; find it niu«l 
he educated aeeording to the principles which Nature 
reveals, if it is to work for our good and not our injury,.

Let UK close thin [faper with a summary of the prill] 
d p  I on ill uh fa r discussed:

Fvrxl: The brain is an organ composed of plastic
o wui-energy on Up, blood curren ts; Imt whe haw (*(.|]h Kiflfjeet to growth expaiiHion and development. 

<m t)»e contrary iiiHlHted, if wo underHtand her hiWH 
nHgljt, tluit h i,el, gi lid a nee of (lie blood aelivities nIih II 
he eondiietod intelligently, rationally and for a tiin- 
linet purpose. Nature imses all true growth and do* 
velopmont on tliu principlo of use. 1 f the nrgans mid 
fho iaeultieNuro to improvo and unfold they, of courN©, 
fruwt he n u ppJh-d with a ©orrod; and eWieient flow of 
Mood to th© required cctiitorH; Imt hucIi flow of 1:1 in 
blood eel Ik h iu h I, Vie the reniilt of the use and exereiHe 
of the imihelcH and orgiutK and faculticH that wo seek 
to improve or develop. Ah in all the physical organs, 
the only correct und j  u die ions way to attract blood 
to them, is by use and exorcise, ho the blood niiiNt 
lie a!I fueled to the brain coMh by their exerciNO, use, 
activity and ©ducation. There is no magical way by 
which we can become geniiiHcs. Supplying blood to 
the iiitellectuftl centers of the brain eel Is will not 
produce a  giant. inteUect or a mind endowed with 
Mtiperior capacity. If on© desires to become, lot un 
say, a mathematician, let: him not imagine that ho can 
achieve his end by Home occult procedure whereby 
through thinking h© can direct: the ©cIIn to the math©* 
matieol ecu fern of the brain, even if eranioJogistH were 
ho well acq i in if ited with cellular locations that they 
knew wheel the nmthcnmticn! ©enter is.

In the first phieo the pupil Khould know whether 
N ature had endowed him with the potofitial or latent 
capacity to become a mathematician. Much depends 
on the matured organiwilion of the brain. All brains 
are  not (fVm potentially mathematical, or musical, or 
linguistic, o r poetical or Helen title. There arc Nome 
brains whose too raj)id reception of blood at certain 
centers would tend rather to insanity or hysteria than 
to  genius and achievement. If, perchance, one ho 
g ifted  with nil orgaui/>ation which potentially is huh*

Second: The hind (intelligence and conw;ioufi»<*.sH) 
i« 1 1 1© energy which is employed in the growth nud de 
velopment: of the brain cells.

Thml: The cells are. grouped and chissiflcd in spe 
cific. brain centers acting as organs of sight, sound, 
Npecch, smell, taste, and other physical qualitieH iw also 
possibly of thought and  reason (higher psychic pow 
ers).

Fourth: 10very mental effort is accompanied by n 
modification of the b ra in—a readjustment and re- 
association of the cells.

F ifth :  Persistence in any mental effort results in the 
modification of distinctive cell-centers, establishing a 
fixed correlation between the cell-groups.

Sixth: Kdueution of intelligence (will power and 
character) depends on the impingement of required 
mental energy (the motive force of mental images) on 
the specific cells called into action.

Seventh: When mental images (perceptions, memo 
ries, thoughts, ideas, (miolions) in the conscious mind 
impress the roquired cells with sufficient energy to com 
pel their automatic persistenc©, the conscious mind 
gives way to the unconscious, which is the foundation 
of chnracler,

Fifjhlh: Conscious concentration on the part of film 
mind, if persisted in, results in unconscious or subcon 
scious con ecu t ration, which is the energy that; unto* 
mntieelty determines the idiosyncrasies, characteristics 
and qualities of an individual.

Ninth: AH our mental conditions are  the results or 
reactions of motions sot up between the elements of 
the ©oils of the brain. B ut only when these reactions 
become regulated and co-ordinated under tit© guidance
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The Science of Numbers
BY LIDA W. AMEJUGB

The vowels I  one’s birth-name reveal the inner or 
B0i:il sell', the real character of the individual. The 
consonants indicate how one appears to others through 
their personality j hence one can not depend on .a per 
son,’« looks to know what they really are at heart. A 
pleasing personality goes a long way in assuring our 
success in the business world and in our associations 
wifi others; hence, it should be cultivated.

One may be very spiritual and have high aims and 
ambitions in life, yet be unable to impress others and 
smiti'c their co-operation through lack of a powerful 
personality. We may not all toe endowed noth beauty 
or grace, yet can cultivate pleasing personalities that 
 will' draw people to us and; hold them. fast.

The hoist, way to do this is proper care for one's 
jiKipsonal appwrance; observing the little- cojurtesies 
of life; being true to the vibrations that belong to us 
mid wearing the colors that vibrate as we do in our 
(inter self or personality.

Tf[ from the digit of the consonants in your birth- 
name you have the /  vibration y«» may knew that you 
 appear to others as very independent, -owgiaaHi,. •area- 
live; that you like lovely things but want them distinc 
tive and not just what others have. The becoming 
colors are tan, gray, straw and drak

If you have the M personality you would appear 
to others as iaet-fwl, diplo«ulie, peaceful, easy going j 
you would not be distinctive m  dross, but wear what 
others did around you. The becoming colors are 
(wifliry, olive and violet.

If you have the IM  personal ity you wii be graceful 
find beautiful and appear to others as artistic, musical, 
tomatie; you will make a good entertainer; wear 
dainty clothes and: be very stylish; you will be one 
of the sunshine makers. The becoming colors are 
orange and plum.

The personality of the W  is very plain and precise; 
very neat and careful1 m  to ss .; appearing to others 
as practical, analytic and intellectual.

One having the V  persoiteliky is very stylish and 
the first to adopt the new fashions; likes brilliant colors 
with lota of frills.

The VI person,al ity makes one apipear like a common- 
Bcnse person, very fatherly or motherly, to whom one 
could go for comfort and advice.

One having the m  personality religiousfy
maimed-, very immaculate kt dress;-look* cultured-and 
refined.

The VIM personality m one of power ; looks success 
ful, and aristocratic,

The IX  personality is gentle, sweet and lovely; those 
possessing it are noticeable in a crowd f rom their per- 
feefced grace.

A fine personality is like an elegant frame to a pfe. 
tore; it sets it off. Study yourself or Jet someone who 
understands the value of vibration help you to bring 
out what is within. Many go through life with nu- 
gratified desires because they let their talents lie hid 
den. The world is too busy to dig for flowers beneath 
the snow. Let the world know of the wonderful jjos- 
sibilities within, awaiting recognition, Show forth 
your ability and draw to yourself others who will help 
you to manifest.

Drifting
By LYDIA BARTLETT, Author of “She Yet Speaketh” 

I slept and dreamed,
And in my dreams I seemed to he 
Alone, far out at sea,,
An ti idly drifting,

No mast nor keel nor spar 
Had I to which to cling,
But in the midst of that vast solitude 
1 drifted, silently.

A solemn bush brooded upon the sea,
Nor craved l  human voice 
Nor touch. I was content to he 
Alone, and drifting.

And ail my senses seemed sunk 
In a deep lethargy,
Soothed and calmed by the sweet idleness 
Of drifting.

And then methougtot I saw a bird 
Slowly and silently wing its way 
To Heaven. And involuntarily 
I watched it, drifting.

Then it was lost to sight,
And then, all silently,, the prayer 
Bose, to my lips: “ Lord, let me not be 
In the midst of Life’s sea, merely drifting.

While others toil, Lord, Jet me toe 
Close, close to humanity,
Doing thy will. Keep me, 0  God, 
From



STELLAR-NUMEROLOGY
T a l u m a m ,  A m u l e t s , Zodiacal G e m s

&T AkTSk MAY kl.XCK&L'kS. fiJ.S.
sUmajo**. p&f.ry wp&£ition are wowa about 

b*. awruieta w /i zz/ijitckl jf*rsc£. The subject it
rxk is smcrwA to *& m d to ihe lover of the
mwYelwwi,. a* H'̂ lj Vj  the -rer of tit*'
SB N ttS /e .
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bJji yj'iers O'A vag’Jcly fel\. whose ft* 

aio© remakm ever beyond the material in v ik h  h umar,
l* Y MW’ f tr ^ i
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e same, while the Jk 
'  w ay Y f:\h ‘t tO b%. 

&r f *

W **  » W  i*kr 
043* o f  ksSi'ij?, %

purpose being % v h j -
*****

i t o sh  i ts

JW  to d  i& etbLgiy B fid e ris til^  J
tirf* heavenly fo their diurtial relation u> the 
c*?th seem* to bay* taken tie  moot prominent j t e  in 
?he recognition of primitive mao, Naturally, there* 
fore, when trying to express something of the iniang-

: ff/j"233 Tyndall tcaches t '̂ at g v<
rpres- face of the earth, every /
traars- ganie or in'.trganie, vital a

the Bun, wbfob is the rez'/n
on of netk, and vital force* reoi

—R^^rvt'ivf of fiUxtri?, Megoetic *ad Vital f<«« 

try mechanical aefrjn on %t 
w&nifoet&tion of y/wer,«. 
#4 physio* !, k  p r A ’m i  k 
rvoir of the efoetne&h 

required by our V/&/M, via 
are taken  in  b y  all men. animals, vegetables aod *!&**. 
«b>. and by tk s i  translated into various UffrUmu.

By planetary scicnthst* (astrologers), by taytjt 
and adept*, it k  generally believed that the pjao«j* 

,«e fore* of which he was bat dimly eonsesou* he took of our solar system not only absorb and give out &  
the &*a and ̂ ber heavenly bodies as symbols embody- Hun's rays, but add a subtle force peculiarly that 
£&% tbe nigb*t aspiration* of which he was capable. own, which they reflect to earth. Conseyvcotly talk 

A ccording to the best authorities <m the subject, par* mans made under beneficent planetary aspects of & 
tkvbriy the P&yitts, there seem* to be little doubt metal and gem cô responding U> the planet most faw 
that the first symbol used uiismankaliy was the solar ably placed in the natal chart, form a channel

which these vibration* are transmitted to the wear*? 
The and one of the most ufikfue syrnWls of tlie The phiUmpher of thousands of years ago and* 

f 0® ^  *>**#&*' used by almost every known civ* stood the suitability of gem* as a medium for the tmm
to attract the good or well-being which its mission of astral forces, and invested them with ^  

name, according to Sanskrit derivation promise*: 8 U , importance, attributing to them spiritual as wdi

e&Mm sgmfficanoe. able power* of. absorbing and retaining wptmim.
Another glyph of great ault/puly is the Point within f>nostie gem* employed in initiation twenty eentuna 

fn* f^r^ic, familiar alike to the planetary strident* and ago still remain, reliable paychometrists aver potect 
to ^wbofogi*!* and used anciently by warrior* a* pro* centers of magnetic Influence.

In the selection of gem* the greatest care should be 
exercised—particularly by those seeking development 
of the higher bodies, psychic unfoldment, etc,, to avoid 
jewel* associated with crime and persons of vicious de 
position, Gems which have been the cause of crinK 
seem to absorb the effect of all the evil passions prompt* 
fog them, retaining and radiating for centuries the evil 
influences. Diamond* and topazes are especially «&- 

A* ti* #«», th* g r« t «n*n!fe«Utwn of day, typifio/i ^ iW(J to im v rm iU,n m  woll a* highly potent in tk 
tte  tm t i n  fore*, the potKir* male element, no the dia^minat.ion of evil eoggeetion.
Moon, signifying the supernal feminine principle
ranked equally with the formes in talismanie popular r*rcbic Piitnomenn—tl* Production Affected by Gmn 
hty, Person* v/fiwj higher vehicles are trained to eou*

The te w s TAb/HMAK arid AMlJiMT have come scions functioning on super-normal levels, appreciate 
through irdwriminate use to l>e regarded a* synon- the effect o f precious stories in the production of eer* 
yw m , but the meaning of the two words is entirely tain phases of psychic phenomena. The rational of 
diste/d. Talisman, frmn the Arable, means the foflu- such action Is easily understood when we consider that

12

tection from enemies as well a* to attract success and to 
overcome the foe.

Could a more significance talisman than the POINT- 
WITHIN THK-ClftCDE have been chosen as the dis- 
bitt& m km g mark of the Allied Aireraftf And so it is 
fo Heaven’* golden aiphaiM that he who run* may 
read the origin of ancient symbols adapted to latter 
day use.

/
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VibrstSoa, the Key to  M a ^ fe d  P e " tf t <A Gem*

The principle of vibration is really the key to the 
siggkal powers inherent in A m u lets and Talismans, 
Take for example a sincere student who wishes to over 
e a t  extreme negativity, indecision or other destroy 
tire qualities she has permitted to express. She wears 
a suitable amulet charged with positive, definite power; 
when the two streams of force come in contact, the poex- 
tive will vanquish the negative, "providing the w earer to  

d e d . In spite of th t  amulet she could, of course, 
deliberately e t a  to be negative and to do wrong, but 
alJ of the time she would be conscious of great discom 
fort arising from the discord between the two opposite 
rates of vibration.

la this brief introduction it is quite impossible to go 
deeply into the subject, but future chapters will seek to 
acquaint the reader with something of the tremendous 
influence wielded by gems throughout history, to 
trace the planetary sources of such influence and to 
indicate the “ scientific" processes through which the 
eurative properties of jewels operate for the 
timidly awaits the stamp of “ scientific approva 
lore accepting the wisdom of the ages.

When shall we awaken to a realisation of the ac 
t^ t  this term SCIENCE holds altogether too large a 
Pfece in our appraisal of things? “ Science is but the 
laborious process of the actual demonstration of those 
thin## which the mind knows by intuition/' HOw
**Ptt to regard it as some finished work, some w *b»  
achievement, whereas science is merely the It 
(W  OBSERVED PHENOMENA. Up to a certain 
'ky SCIENCE testified that the earth was flat, simp y

te* w m  *m& d i 'M  w> O B O S T W D
’A&Z M Wfc. f?jf3£& TTz* %£ JIS&zrG&r M V*£*¥•

fm m  %0&l % te e  woeae* ■«■£ yrm m zrn*
Wk3e <war mmzmm®. mm  &*ae& ®§i 'j& *r**£  

a t 'Jj?. ffcssa "Jsae we mz sbz  zrx  tezrez i ix z  
esjs t e n s w a d  *>ri*2*» s s d  wkask

*** v s Z j a  te& ig sie  ̂  *«b* k q s s e  and r?ack s p  
to those tkis^F. rB ®  £r» EFISITX’ALLT 

CESKED AND WHICH Ai:£ THE TECE HE AH- 
TIES.

D k y  an in  and tike A u ra  

By l £ T O 2D L  O A Y

A great deal bat boss wrist® is  the pssr. is regard 
to £he aurs- Fro® Corseius Agr^-ps- PaMS^wa, 2L2as 
Jaoob Bofcsie to tfee pr*a&est day r.es«&-
ings, ELSrry &cd r s r k d :jzjsrg& jc& xst hare taat sade.

Cleirr-c '̂girjL sfSfsaddTesL'? ssd p«^4e g^rod wrai 
OKrtals psyri^ powm. iar? hosr h«s kanni ta 
the ability to pereerre this asra-

A way has now beeaa d&eoTered wk-ereiy the average 
person with normal ess aes-ualiy we this for
himself, where before a risusl knowledge of tfeas has 
been confined to a privileged few. This. ^  ooet s^  
means s  great step forward as 3 does $wgr with *ii 
ehanees for imposture asd grres posrire sriesae «b 
opportunity to work fro® a kn-ewn print.

This aura is seen with the aid of a shemisal -serees— 
that k. a solution of a eenais dye in a eautaisef cne- 
stm et^ so as to £ae2rtate ifef oi*ervsri<3n of raaapars- 
tivelv large c*jeeto -wtb «®*- . . .

The writer has had eoesderabSe diSssit? ia obtaia- 
ing aorthing »nieii tras suitable for esperisaoH* of this 
nature, but finally was able to locate a ria*  eeii siade 
in Germany which w as verr siisfaetory.

The dye which was used is a coal-tar .ieriratire 
called Efeyanin, and Ettte more than a chemical esii- 
csity. almost anobtaioaMe at any prke until recently, 
f t i ’aseless to the textile industiy on acsoont of ns 
onstabilttr and hi^h ewt; it has, however, fosma ap 
plication of late to motion picture color photography.

This dve exerts a peculiar influence a p m  the eye 
which is not properly understood. One t o ? *  ^  
ta in -it temporarily shortens the focal 1 « ^ -  a«d 
after working with i t  for some time the^writer ĥas 
found that he is able to see this aura without the and 
of Dicyanin screen. It is evident that the eye must 
undergo some temporary physiological <*“ 8*-

Thtepropcrty is by no means confined to the atove 
3ye, but it is the only one known which gnes satefoc-

^ j ™ O i i e r ,  former electrican to the S t  Thomas 
Hospital, London, has discovered this remarkable prop 
erty X e  experimenting with a number of aiahne 
t l  with this object in mind. He has worked for a
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number of years with a great deal of patience and 
perseverance and has writteu a book entitled “ The 
Human Atmosphere/ J iu which he devotes some 300 
pages to the diagnosis of disease by examination of 
the aura.

A  proper lighting of the room in which the experi 
ments are conducted is absolutely necessary. This the 
writer has found out after considerable trouble. It  
is impossible to see the aura in a completely darkened 
room.: a dim. indistinct illumination is essential for 
good results, as there are certain optical problems 
which must be met with, but which will not be detailed 
here.

Generally speaking, from observation, the aura is 
most affected by conditions of health. A  physically, 
healthy person is always the best subject, and one can 
be assured that he will have at least a certain amount 
of success. It  is universally known that people with 
neurotic tendencies make the best mediums, and it 
is with this type also that the aura is seen the plainest.

Under proper conditions and on careful examination 
of the aura, it  is plain there are four distinct parts, 
for which Kilner gives the following terms: The 
Etherie Double. The Inner Aura, The Outer Aura, and 
The Ultra-Outer Aura.

The aura varies according to sex, age, health and 
individual characteristics, and first manifests itself by 
a misty haze surrounding the body. On closer exam 
ination, it is readily seen that the aura of every person 
has its own peculiar color, which may change slightly  
under different conditions. The colors most commonly 
seen are a bluish-grey, a light green and a faint rose.

The Etherie Double is the most difficult to see, many 
times necessitating the use of a special screen. I t  fol 
lows the general contour of the body and varies from 
a quarter of an inch to an inch and one-half in exten 
sion perpendicularly from the body, as it is much 
darker than the true aura: consequently, many have 
not been able to see it at all.

The Inner Aura is just outside of the Etherie Dou 
ble, and apparently is not so dense. Pathological con 
ditions can be analyzed by a study of this Inner Aura.

The Outer Aura is notably strong with women, par 
ticularly about the trunk, where it van®  from four 
and one-half to six inches in extension; while with men 
this varies little, averaging three and one-half inches.

The Ultra-Outer Aura is, of course, the outermost 
portion, and is very light and not so easily distin 
guished. The visible portion has often been found to 
be extended outward as much as six and seven inehes, 
and has many peculiar properties which would require 
a great deal of space to describe.

Here is an open field for the research worker, lead 
ing further and further into the question as to what 
man is.

What may the future bring?

The discovery of the radio-active elements, the 1 
of the plieuomena of luminosity, the transmission 0'j |  
electric power at a distance without the usual eon I 
ductor, have upset m any dogmas which were though 1 
infallible.

The transmutation of mercury into gold is now a i 
fact. Commercially' this has little  significance, for the ' 
cost to produce a gram of it  is about fifteen times as I 
much as the market price of an equal amount; bni I 
scientifically it  means much, as it  will revolutionize all I 
established theories and no doubt will lead to greater ! 
discoveries, undreamed of. The alchemist was not such I 
a fool, after all.

Claim R oyal Blood; Roam  Wilds Unclad
A race of men liv in g  unclothed under rock ledges 

and overhanging cliffs, w ith  a history that is not trace- , 
able, and who speak a  dialect that has no similarity to   
any known language, is desciyibed as existing in Pitho- 
ragarh, North India, by the Rev. M. Wells Branch, 
returned Methodist missionary, says the Chicago cor 
respondent of the Boston Globe.

Their bodies are covered w ith  dark hair from living 
without shelter. The men are slightly Mongolian in 
type, small of stature and they never go armed.

They use only the crudest tools besides their knives, 
yet they live in forests in  which roam tigers, leopards, 
bears and wolves.

‘ ‘ They are like shadows in  the forests and will salute 
no one,”  said the Rev. Mr. Branch, 1vho lived near 
them for ten years. They make wooden dishes with 
their knives and are expert whittlers.

“ W hen they wish to se ll any o f  their dishes, they 
come out o f the forest, p u t down their wares and re 
tire into the jungle. The traveler then inspects them \ 
and i f  he wants any, he leaves grain, other food or 
something of about equal value.

“ They are anything but warlike and are reckoned 
the most timid denizens o f the forests,

* ‘ They are wonderful tree climbers, but do not live 
in trees. How they manage to  survive life in the 
forests in which roam tigers, leopards, bears and 
wolves is more than any one knows.

“ They believe themselves all descended from royal | 
blood. For this reason they call themselves Hajis, : 
and claim to be descended from the forefathers of the 
Rajbar family, ruling house o f Askot, a native state 
of that region.

1 * Some o f their number occasionally visit the village : 
bazaars but no one can talk with them or barter save ' 
by signs.”

The giver o f hooks m ay he a  conspirator with 
genius. N ext to the great w riter is the one who finds 
fo r  h im  the right reader



T H O U G H T  AND CHARACTER
By JA M ES A L L E N

A s a Man Thinketh

The aphorism, “ A s a  man thinketh in his heart so is 
he,” not only embraces the whole of a man’s being, but 
is so comprehensive as to reach out to every condition 
and circumstance of his life. A  man is literally what 
he thinks, his character being the complete sum of all 
his thoughts.

As the plant springs from, and could not be without, 
the seed, so every act of a man springs from the hid 
den seeds of thought, and could not have appeared 
without them. This applies equally to those acts called 
“spontaneous”  and “ unpremeditated”  as to those 
which are deliberately executed.

Act is the blossom of thought, and joy and suffering 
are its fruits; thus does a man garner in the sweet and 
bitter fruitage of his own husbandry.
“ Thought in the mind hath made us. What we are 
By thought was wrought and built. I f  a man’s mind 
Hath evil thoughts, pain comes on him as comes 
The wheel the ox behind . . .

. . .  I f  one endure 
In purity of thought, joy follows him 
As his own shadow-—sure.”

Man is a growth by law, and not a creation by ar 
tifice, and cause and effect is as absolute and undevi 
ating in the hidden realm of thought as in the world of 
visible and material things. A  noble and God-like 
character is not a thing of favor or chance, hut is the 
natural result of continued effort in  right thinking, 
the effect of long-cherished association with God-like 
thought. An ignoble and bestial character, by the 
same process, is the result of the continued harboring 
of grovelling thoughts.

Man is made or unmade by himself ; in the armory 
of thought he forges the weapons by which he destroys 
himself; he also fashions the tools with which he builds 
for himself heavenly mansions of joy and strength and 
peace. By the right choice and true application of 
thought, man ascends to the Divine Perfection; by the 
abuse and wrong application of thought, he descends 
below the level of the beast. Between these two ex 
tremes are all the grades of character, and man is their 
maker and master.

Of all the beautiful truths pertaining to the soul 
which have been restored and brought to light in tins 
age, none is more gladdening or fruitful of divine 
promise and confidence than this—the man is the mas  ̂
ter of thought, the moulder of character, and the maker 
and shaper of condition, environment, and destiny.

As a being of Power, Intelligence, and Love, and the 
lord of his own thoughts, man holds the key to every

situation, and contains within himself that/ trans 
forming and regenerative agency by which he may 
make himself what he wills.

Man is always the master, even in his weakest m d  
most abandoned state; but in his weakness and 
degradation he is the foolish master who misgoverns 
his “ household.”  When he begins to reflect upon his 
condition, and to search diligently for the Law upon 
which his being is established, he then becomes the wise 
master, directing his energies with intelligence, and 
fashioning his thoughts to fruitful issues. Such is the 
conscious master, and man can only thus become by 
discovering vAthin himself the laws of thought; which 
discovery is totally a matter of application, self-analy 
sis, and experience.

Only by much searching and mining are gold and 
diamonds obtained, and man can find every truth 
connected with his being, if  he will dig deep into the 
mine of his soul; and that he is the maker of his char 
acter, the moulder of his life, and the builder of has 
destiny, he may unerringly prove, i f  he will watch, 
control, and alter Ms thoughts, tracing their effects 
upon himself, upon others, and upon his life and cir 
cumstances* linking cause and effect by patient prac 
tice and investigation, and utilizing his every expe 
rience, even to the most trivial, everyday occurrence, 
as a means of obtaining that knowledge of himself 
which is understanding, Wisdom. Power, In  this di 
rection, as in no other, is the law absolute that “ He 
that seeketh findeth; and to him that knoeketh it sfaaE 
be opened” : for only by patience, practice, and cease 
less importunity can a man enter the Door of die Tem 
pie of Knowledge.

Effect of Thought on Circumstances

A man’s mind may be likened to a garden, which 
may he intelligently cultivated or allowed to run w ild ; 
but whether cultivated or neglected, it must, and will, 
bring forth. I f  no useful seeds are p u t into it, then 
an abundance of useless weed-seeds will fa ll therein, 
and will continue to produce their kind.

Just as a gardener cultivates his plot, keeping it  
free from weeds, and growing the flowers and fruits 
which he requires, so may a man tend the garden o f  
his mind, weeding out all the wrong, useless, and im 
pure thoughts, and cultivating toward perfection the 
flowers and fruits of right, useful, and pure thoughts. 
By pursuing this process, a man sooner or later dis 
covers that he is the master-gardener of his soul, the 
director of his life. He also reveals, within himself, 
the laws of thought, and understands, with ever-in- 
creasing accuracy, how the thought-forees and mind- 
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elements operate in the shaping of his character, cir 
cumstances, and destiny.

Thought and character are one, aud as character can 
only manifest and discover itself through environ 
ment and circumstance, the outer conditions of a per 
son’s life will always be found to be harmoniously 
related to his inner state. This does not mean that a 
man’s circumstances at any given time are an indica 
tion of his entire character, but that those circum 
stances are so intimately connected with some vital 
thought-element within himself that, for the time 
being, they are indispensable to his development.

Every man is where he is by the law of his being; 
the thoughts which he has built into his character have 
brought him there, and in the arrangement of his life 
there is no element of chance, but all is the result of a 
law which cannot err. This is just as true of those who 
feel “ out of harmony”  with their surroundings as of 
those who are contented with them.

As a progressive and evolving being, man is where 
he is that he may learn that he may grow; and as he 
learns the spiritual lesson which any circumstance con 
tains for him, it pass® away and gives place to other 
circumstances.

Man is buffet ted by circumstances so long as he be 
lieves himself to be the creature of outside conditions, 
but when he realizes that be is a creative power, and 
that he may command the hidden soil and seeds of his 
being out of which circumstances grow, he then be 
comes the rightful master of himself.

That circumstances grow out of thought every man 
knows who has for any length of time practiced self- 
oontrel and self-purification, for be will have noticed 
that the alteration in his circumstances has been in 
exact ratio with his altered mental condition. So true 
is this that when a  naan earnestly applies himself to 
remedy the defects in his character, and makes swift 
and marked progress, he passes rapidly through a suc 
cession of vicissitudes.

The soul attracts that which it secretly harbors; that 
which it loves, and also that which it  fears; it reaches 
the height of its cherished aspirations; it falls to the 
level of its urn-hastened desires—and circumstances 
are the means by which the soul receives it® own.

Every thought-seed sown or allowed to fall into the 
mind, and to fake root there, produces its own, blos 
soming sooner or later into act. and bearing its own 
fruitage of opportunity and circumstance. Good 
thoughts bear good fruit, bad thoughts bad fruit.

The outer world of eireumstanees shapes itself to the 
inner world of thought , and both pleasant and unpleas 
ant external conditions are factors which make for the 
ultimate good of the individual. As the reaper of his 
own harvest, man learns both by suffering and bliss. 

Following the desires, aspirations, thoughts,

by which he allows himself 1.0 be dominated (pursuing 
the will-o'-the-wisps of impure imaginings or stead- 
lastly walking the highway of strong and high on- 
deavor), a man at last arrives at their fruition and ful 
filment in the outer conditions of his life. The laws of 
growth and adjustment everywhere obtain.

A man does not come to the pothouse or the gaol by 
the tyranny of fate or circumstance, but by the path- 
way of grovelling thoughts and base desires. Nor does 
a pure minded man fall suddenly into crime by stress 
of any mere external force; the criminal thought had 
long been secretly fostered in the heart, and the hour 
of opportunity revealed its gathered power. Circum 
stance does not make the m an ; it reveals him to him 
self. No such conditions can exist as descending into 
vice and its attendant sufferings apart for vicious in 
clinations, or* ascending into virtue and its pure hap 
piness without the continued cultivation of virtuous 
aspirations; and man, therefore, as the lord and mas 
ter of thought, is the maker of himself, the shaper and 
author of environment. Even a t birth the soul comes 
to its own, and through every step of its earthly pil 
grimage it attracts those combinations of conditions 
which reveal itself, which are the reflections of its own 
purity and impurity, its strength and weakness.

Men do not a ttract that which they want, but that 
which they are. Their whims, fancies, and ambitions 
are thwarted at every step, but their inmost thoughts 
and desires are fed with their own food, be it foul or 
clean. The “ divinity tha t shapes our ends” is our 
selves ; it is our very self. Man is manacled only by 
himself: thought and action are the gaolers of Fate— 
they imprison, being base; they are also the angels of 
Freedom—they liberate, being noble. Not what be 
wishes and prays for does a man get, but what he justly 
earns. His wishes and prayers are only gratified and 
answered when they harmonize with his thoughts and 
actions.

In the light of this truth, what, then, is the meaning 
of “ fighting against circumstances”  ? I t means that 
a man is continually revolting against an effect with 
out, while all the time he is nourishing and preserving 
its came in his heart. That cause may take the form 
of a conscious vice or an unconscious weakness; but 
whatever it is, it stubbornly retards the efforts of its 
possessor, and thus calls aloud for remedy.

Men are anxious to improve their circumstances, bat 
are unwilling to improve themselves; they therefore 
remain bound. The man who does not shrink from 
self-crucifixion can never fail to accomplish the object 
upon which his heart is set. This Is as true of earthly 
as of heavenly things. Even the man whose sole object 
is to acquire wealth must be prepared to make great 
personal sacrifices before he can accomplish his object; 
and how much wore so he w ho would realize a sirosf 
and well-poised life I.
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11m  is a man who is wretchedly poor, lie m ex* 
trc'iriely anxious that bis sm roundingK and home com 
forts should be improved, yet all the time he shirks 
his work, and considers he is justified in trying to de 
ceive his employer on the ground of the insufficiency 
of bis wages. Such a mar/, does not understand the 
simplest rudiments of those principles which are the 
basis of true prosperity, and is not only totally un 
fitted to rise out of his wretchedness, but is actually 
attracting to himself a still deeper wretchedness by 
dwelling in, and acting out, indolent, deceptive, and 
unmanly thoughts.

Here is a rich man who is the victim of a painful 
and persistent disease as the result of gluttony. He is 
willing to give large suras of money to get rid of it, 
but he will not sacrifice his gluttonous desires. He 
wants to gratify his taste for rich and unnatural 
viands and have his health as well. Such a man is 
totally unfit to have health, because he has not yet 
learned the first principles of a healthy life.

Here is an employer of labor who adopts crooked 
measures to avoid paying the regulation wage! and, in 
the hope of making larger profits, reduces the wages of 
his work-people. Such a man is altogether unfitted for 
prosperity, and when he finds himself bankrupt, both 
as regards reputation and riches, he blames circum 
stances, not knowing that he is the sole author of his 
condition.

I have introduced these three cases merely as illus 
trative of the truth that man is the cause (though 
nearly always unconsciously) of his circumstances, 
and that, whilst aiming a t a good end, he is continually 
frustrating Its accomplishments by encouraging 
thoughts and desires which cannot possibly harmonize 
with that end. Such cases should be multiplied and 
varied almost indefinitely, but this is not necessary, 
as the reader can, if  he so resolves, trace the action of 
the laws of thought in his own mind and life, and 
until this is done, mere external facts cannot serve as 
a ground of reasoning.

Circumstances, however, are so complicated, thought 
is so deeply rooted, and the conditions of happiness 
vary, so vastly with individuals that a m ans entire 
soul-condition (although it may be known to himself) 
cannot be judged by another from the external aspect 
of bis life alone. A man may be honest in certain direc 
tions, yet suffer privations; a man may be dishonest in 
certain directions, yet acquire wealth; but the con 
clusion usually formed that the one man fails because 
of his particular honesty, and that the other prospers 
because of his particular dishonesty is the result of a 
superficial judgment, which assumes that the dishon 
est man is almost totally corrupt, and the honest man 
almost entirely virtuous. In  the light of a deeper 
knowledge and wider experience, such judgment is 
found to be erroneous. The dishonest man may have

some admirable virtues which the other does not pos 
ses#; and 1 he honest a inn obnoxious vices which are 
alwent in tbe other. The, honest man reaps the good 
results of his honest thoughts and acts; he also brings 
upon himself the sufferings which bis vices produce.
The dishonest man likewise gamers km w i  sufferings 
and happiness. ,

J.t hi pleasing to human vanity to believe that one 
suffers because of one's virtue; but not until a  man 
lias extirpated every sickly, bitter, and impure thought 
from his mind, and washed every sinful stain from hi# 
soul, can he be in a position to know and declare that 
his sufferings are the result of his good, and not of his 
bad qualities; and on the way to, yet long before be 
has reached, that supreme perfection, lie will have 
found, working in bis mind and life, the Great Law 
which is absolutely just, and which cannot, thereto®, 
give good for evil, evil for good. Possessed of such 
knowledge, he will then know, looking back upon bis 
past ignorance and blindness, that bis life is, and 
always was, justly ordered, and that aU bis past ex 
periences, good and bad, were the equitable outwork 
ing of his evolving, yet unevolved self.

Good thoughts and actions can never produce bad 
results; bad thoughts and actions can never produce 
good results. This is but saying that nothing can 
come from corn but corn, nothing from nettles but 
nettles. Men understand this law in the natural 
world, and work with it; bat few understand at in 
the mental and moral world (though its operation 
there is just as simple and undeviatmg), and they, 
therefore, do not co-operate with it.

Suffering is always the effect of wrong thought in 
some direction. I t  is an indication that the indi 
vidual is out of harmony with himself, with the Law 
of bis being. The sole and supreme me of suffering 
is to purify, to hum out all that is useless and im 
pure. Suffering ceases for him who is pure There 
could be no object in burning gold after the dross 
has been removed, and a perfectly pure and enlight 
ened being could not suffer.

The circumstances which a man encounters with 
suffering are the result of his own mental inharmony. 
The circumstances which a man encounters with bless 
edness are the result of his own mental harmony. 
Blessedness, not material possessions, is the measure 
of right thought; wretchedness, not Lack of material 
possessions, is the measure of wrong thought. A man 
may be cursed and rich; he may be blessed and poor. 
Blessedness and riches are only joined together when 
the riches are rightly and wisely teed ; and the poor 
man only descends into wretchedness when he regards 
his lot as a burden unjustly Imposed.

Indigence and indulgence are the two extremes of 
wretchedness. They are both equally unnatural and 
the result of mental disorder. A man is not rightly
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conditioned until ho is a happy, healthy, anil pros 
perous being1; and happiness, health, and prosperity 
are the result of a harmonious adjustment of the inner 
with the outer, of tho man with his surroundings.

A man only begins to be a man when he reuses to 
whine and revile, and commences to search for the 
hidden justice which regulates his life, And as he 
adapts his mind to that regulating factor, he ceases 
to accuse others as the cause of his condition, and 
builds himself ujp in strong and noble thoughts; 
ceases to kick against eirenmstanees, but; bogins to use 
them as aids to his more rapid progress, and as a means 
of discovering the hidden powers and possibilities 
within himself.

Law, not confusion, is the dominating principle in 
the universe; justice, not injustice, is the soul and 
substance of life; and righteousness, not corruption, 
is the moulding and moving force in the spiritual gov 
ernment of the world. This being so, man has but to 
right himself to tind that the universe is right; and 
during the process of putting himself right, he will 
find that as he alters his thoughts towards things and 
other people, things and other people will alter to 
wards him.

The proof of this truth is in every person, and it 
therefore admits of easy investigation by systematic 
introspection and self-analysis. Let a man radically 
alter his thoughts, and he will be astonished a t the 
rapid transformation it will effect in the material con 
ditions of his life. Meu imagine that thought can be 
kept secret, but it cannot; it rapidly crystallizes into 
habit, and habit solidifies into circumstance. Bestial 
thoughts crystallize into habits of .drunkenness and 
sensuality, which solidify into circumstances of desti 
tution and disease; impure thoughts of every kind 
crystallize into enervatiug and confusing habits, which 
solidify into distracting and adverse circumstances; 
thoughts of fear, doubt, and indecision crystallize into 
weak, unmanly, and irresolute habits, which solidify 
into circumstances of failure, indigence, and slavish 
dependence; lazy thoughts crystallize into habits of 
unclean l mess and dishonesty, which solidify into cir 
cumstances of foulness and beggary; hateful and con 
demnatory thoughts crystallize into habits of accusa 
tion and violence, which solidify into circumstances 
of injury and persecution; selfish thoughts of all kinds 
crystallize into habits of self-seeking, which solidify 
into circumstances more or less distressing. On the 
other hand, beautiful thoughts of all kinds crystallize 
into habits of grace and kindliness, which solidify into 
genial and sunny circumstances; pure thoughts crys 
tallize into habits of temperance and self-control, which 
solidify' into circumstances of repose and peace; 
thoughts of courage, self-reliance, and decision crys 
tallize into manly habits, which solidify into circum 
stances of success, plenty, and freedom; energetic

thoughts cryslnlIi/.o info habits 0J’ clcnnlinonn iim! i„, 
dustry, which solidify info i-imuimlnncoN of 
ness; go id. to and forgiving thoughts crystnlli*  ̂ lnj0* 
habits of gentleness, which solidify into proMivuand 
preservative eiretmislime.es; loving and uhsoHIhI, 
thoughts crystallize info Itahils of Nolf-forgcIfulnoHs 
for others, which solidify into oiremnstuwiCft of hum* 
and abiding prosperity and true riches.

A particular train of thought persisted in, he it 
good or bad, cannot fail to produce its results on tho 
character and circumstances. A  man cannot dimtly 
choose his circumstances, bid, ho can choose his 
thoughts, and so indirectly, yet surely, shape his cir 
cumstances.

Nature helps every imin to the gratification of tho 
thoughts which lie most eneourages, and opportutii* 
ties are presented which will most speedily bring to 
the surface both the good and evil thoughts.

Let a man cease from his sinful thoughts, and all 
the world will soften towards him, and he ready to 
help him; let him p u t away his weakly and sickly 
thoughts, and lo! opportunities will spring up on 
every hand to aid his strong resolves; let him en 
courage good thoughts, and no hard fate shall bind 
him down to wretchedness and shame. The world 
is your kaleidoscope, and the varying combinations 
of colors which at every succeeding moment it presents 
to you are the exquisitely adjusted pictures of your 
evermoving thoughts.

“ You will be what you will be;
Let failure find its false content 
In tha t poor world, ‘ environment, ’

B ut sp irit scorns it, and is free.

“ I t  masters time, it conquers space;
I t  cows tha t boastful trickster, Chance, 
And bids the ty ran t Circumstance

Uncrown, and fill a servant’s place.

“ The human W ill, tha t force unseen,
The offspring of a deathless Soul,
Can hew a way to any goal,

Though walls of granite intervene.

“ Be not impatient in delay,
But wait as one who understands;
When spirit rises and commands,

, The gods are ready to obey.”
(To be continued)
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( C o n t in u e d  f r o m  la s t  m o n t h )
It is true a man may be unjust, cruel, avaricious; may 
indulge in many vices without suffering in health and, 
on the other hand, the host man may suffer from 
physical defects. In mechanical arts, too, the work is 
well or illy done, beautiful or deformed, according to 
the pattern and skill that have been exercised, irrespec 
tive of the individual intention, whether desire of 
gain, fame or object of whatever kind, whether the 
work be undertaken with a benevolent, malicious, or 
other uncertain intent, the thing resulting will be 
the same and remain the image of the Idea, not the 
motive. The deformity of the artist’s soul may never 
manifest in his produced work.

But in Alchemy (occultism) where the nature of 
things is altered or reversed, Causes arc of all things 
most manifestly revealed. Here one may not gather 
figs from thistles, or grapes from thorns, hut the inten 
tion is received back, according to its kind, and most 
exactly. Here the subject, object and result through 
every phase of life agree together, as the beginning 
is by the end made manifest, without intervention or 
concealment in the ministering Spirit throughout. 
This highly effective agent even in the natural state, 
inclines aS the will directs. IIow much more so then, 
in the second or third degree of concentration, does it 
become strengthened, and upon him who wields it is 
the responsibility. An eye for an eye, a tooth for a 
tooth; so does the Law of Justice exact retribution 
in those spheres; hence so much secrecy is observed 
in initiations among the brotherhoods that the Power 
may only be revealed: to those of experienced and up 
right minds. For this reason, declares Hermes, the 
truth was not begrudged to religious or just men, but 
to fools, ignorant and vicious; for they may thereby 
do harm, unto themselves or others. Evil men are not 
accounted worthy of this wisdom. But there are 
mauy steps of progress that may be taken on the 
legitimate path, and every step is progressive where 
the Buie of Reason is pursued.

Next above the Covetous, Skeptics are condemned. 
But as these by their own choice remain in ignorance, 
the harm they bring about is more through their 
hindrance of others in their pursuit of truth than any 
direct evil they may themselves do. Of all the evil 
spirits that haunt this world and stand like stolid 
bolts before the gate of truth, infidelity is perhaps the

most absurd. For, not seeing themselves, they do not 
believe that there are others who may see. However, 
rational skepticism has quite another object, and is 
not to be confused with the first mentioned form, its 
mock ally, for this kind of analytic exercise helps to 
corroborate the mind’ft conclusions and cultivates that 
distinctive supremacy of truth in the understanding 
spirit which is so essential to success in the practical 
research. The searcher of nature ought to be, as she 
herself is, faithful, simple, patient, constant, giving 
his mind to the discovery of truth alone; hopeful and 
benevolent. I t  behooves him also, to free himself from 
the usurpation of vice, and to be good, just, and of a 
sound reason, ready at hand to help mankind, of serene 
countenance, diligent to save, and to be himself a 
patient guardian of the arcane secrets of philosophy. 
And if, besides these qualifications, the student be 
supplied with convenient leisure, all hopes may be 
entertained for his progressively passing by means of 
a living experience into the Light.

With respect to the impediments of body, these are 
less numerous and more commonly supplied. Hands 
and eyes are to be had in abundance, and where these 
are conjoined with the foregoing conditions of mind, 
other hindrances may be passed by. Then for the 
student: He should be possessed or learn to culti 
vate the qualifications he intends afterwards to bring 
into practice. It requires the same hope and perspi 
cuity of thought and imagination to acquire the 
knowledge of the True Doctrine, as is afterwards 
needed for the practice thereof. The reading of the 
other sciences was not formerly adapted to the 
millions, as it is now, in thought, language, and refer 
ence—simplified and made easy to the understanding 
of all. But in the middle-age school of philosophy 
there are no such aids to a comprehension of its liter 
ature. I t is. true there are Gates, and Keys, and 
Guides aplenty, all directing on the same Royal Road 
when this is found; but useless to most wayfarers, 
whose understanding has become flaccid, by excess of 
object-teaching, and has forgotteu how to think.

Very few will be found to relish the enigmas of the 
ancient philosophers. No thoughtless experimentalist, 
persisting in his mere senses, no sectarian fanactic, 
no idling cariosity seeker, or imaginist, will find even 
pastime in this pursuit. The subject is too abstruse, 
too intricately dealt With, for the natural understand- 
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first view. As the adepts fore 
told, their records have proved a two-edged sword 
in the hands of men—for some to cut out dainties, for 
others to cut their fingers. Who could b la me a child 
or ignorant person for denouncing the language of 
Astronomy or of Chemistry, as vain sciences, when 
the terms of these sciences are not comprehensible 
withoutinstruction 1 In almost all of the ancient 
records, the
test, and if by hazard or design, the naked truth is 
allowed to escape, it has either been slighted over or 

Kfjgfjyieved. This singular fate of incredulity has 
seemed to attend the exposition of these great truths 
to the
ness, precipitously passing into practice, should either 
perish or upset the divine legislation of harmony.

will probably continue concealed 
through many ages still. For what is truth to triflers, 
or light to the indifferent worldling, who cares not to 
be ©(feeSed1? Why try to arouse him from his 
blissful sleep ? For what would it profit him to learn

'Without a stable theory of truth absolutely leading, all

Adepts all, therefore, advise discretion, and are

the hands of
should be in the hands of the ignorant a menace. Let 
him who understands, understand and advance; but let 
him
is not to be bought for money, and so, neither is it to 
be sold. Therefore, let the avaricious and the ignorant, 

 jnnjfmrf 1 1 1  I’ our science, for
if will bring them to poverty and destruction. There 
fore, we treat of this great gift of God in words that 
will iMjbe intelligible 
to
knew the value of their instructions, and so studiously 
veiled it, that only those 
veranee and
is not couched in such terms as might expose it to 
malignant.
fore, exercise himself, in order to find out the way 
of investigation, so as to find out the plenary knowledge 
of the verity of the perfect mg an d corrupting Matter 
and Form. EjBhou. art slothful at thy books, thy 
mind cannot be prepared for the work; nor will he 
be able
tiee whose mind is sluggish in studying the theory. 
Ignorance is wiped off with study, which restores the 
human intellect to true science and knowledge, and 
by these enigmas the Dragon is overcome. Arnold, in

These several preliminary 
appear astonishing to those who havXmfm^^an

insight into the nature of
culty presenting itself to the mind of the student
after he has obtained a general knowledge of our
science, with Hiopeful desire to commence operations
has been to find suitable assistance
many have halted here B ong  while unprofitable for
it is ^ B n t  that without a Subject to
reciprocate the design it remains abortive, as a statue in
the conception without the marble to
The ascent to Unity is arduous, and theRres^^^H
not undertaken in S e t y  alone; neither
increase of the Spirit, as He
without a medium and a bond. B e h o ld ^ ^ ^ ^ S ra S f
than one, because have
labor, and mutually assist each other
But so m u d  has been tB tten , and with so
sophistication, about the Philosophic Vessel and its
jh ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H la to ry  apparatus, th a ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B o |f l
in doubt where choose in
ciently intelligible, and who is H  the
worthy and of equal fame, and should
deepest ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H io n . 'The Spirit finally constructs
its own vessel
is at liberty in the begdiming to make his choice from 
the material at hand; he 1 dgivethesubjecthis
careful thought, and not be led astray by the usual 
indifferent advisors and instructors, 
after much vexation and labor, decide to M « ^ $ jH  
path by himself. A good teacher is a jewel rare to

Secrecy
practising this Art, difficulty is found often to secure 
this and at the same time to secure the other condi 
tions. As Cornelius Agrippa diffusely expounds truly: 

I t is a grace 

fitting working-place.
If thy desire leads thee on to the practice, says

consider well with thyself what manner of man thou

no small matter. Thou hast resolved with thyself 
to be a
ister to Him in his work of generation. Have a care,

thy heat exceeds the natural proportion, thou hast 
stirred up the wrath of the moist natures, and they

fire against them, and there will be a’terrible division 
in the Chaos; but the sweet spirit of Peace, the true 
eternal Quintessence, will depart from the elements, 
leaving both them and thee to confusion; neither

as long as it is in 
"We should always 

us
one tongue and two ears, that we might hear much 
and speak little. Let not any man therefore be ready

will he apply himself to that Matter
his Bogary, B s P  ^ I g g g g J g ^ E M B B l i S i B I B I l l B B
of mind, manual skill, and a
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own sliBie and ignoranSI^W ^aB 
first examine his knowledge and especially his prac 
tice, lest upon th e  experience of a few violent knocks 
lie presume tB udge of her very sobrieties,

^ ^ i f  ̂ ^ ^ ^ B w c s t  th e  principal First Matter, know' 
also for certain thou hast discovered the Sanctuary 

is nothing between
treasures but the Door^H>,t indeed must be opened.

^^^H-itable, seraphic mind, charitable 
BptncBlestructive to thyself. T here! in every true 
Effl&ian a spice, I will not say of faith,
K ^^^B gB eould  work miracles. But know that as 
God is the Father, so Charity is the of l ^ ^ B  
For there springs charitable
effects of spiritual beneficence), 
and wB is he that will 
hopes to obtain? On the
hope n a i l  from the works of ^Hmess, and by <^H 
sequence no
and tremble. Settle not^H the lees and puddles of 

EEei^Bd. Have t^H ieart in heaven and thy hands 
upon earth. Ascend in descend in charity,

the
dren of it. T h o u ^ ^ 9 liv e ,^ H a y ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H  according 

B^RIf&nd the angels, rejecting all things that are 
dissimilar to
no communion with superiors.
tude, as well of passions And,
elusion, I would have thee
is a contracted yea^^^M ib fP P ^^^^^B  an extended 

day in the year.
until thou canst find a determinate one; the many wish 

^ ^^^B o n ly  one * Learn from thy errors
to be inf allible, and f rom t hy m isf or tunes to be con 
stant. There is nothing stronger than Perseverance, 
for it ends in miracles. And, remember, 
fects rationally investigated lead B to ^ ^ H  eauses, 
and that as the plant of its seed is reared, germinating

a congenial soil,
1 so in this philosophy the end is implied in the be 
ginning, and the purpose is by the product 
manifest—the
by the metaphysical cause, carried into
And with this advice we conclude our introduction,
as it may be called, to the Sphinx’s lair. The first

Master Key.

Hotel did ̂ ^ R e t  here
Hard Egg—“ I just blew ’W ^ flE ilB g K jp iS i a 

bunch
 ̂ Hotel Clerk—“ Well, where are the rest of them 1 ” 
Hard Egg—“ Down at the stockade. I ainfl as 

parti^^H ts  ̂ R r e .  ’tefif eUow Jacket.

An Old Friend

"When the old heart feels like bursting with its load of 
grief SfflEpKfD

And the seerets you have hidden there from all the 
j p u m  train,

When you’v3  locked your lips on trouble and have 
stored your wrongs B g S f l

’Till it seems you eannottnpd them to yourself another

There’s but one to whom you ’ll tell it from the start 
unto the end,

^^^n!j@£|||mwith your burden to an old-and trusted

Oh, I guess Hod understood us, and I ’m sure he truly 
knew

"•There’d many things we’d suffer and he many 
things we’d do,

Which we couldiSfc^ell bur own folks and yet couldn’t] 
bear alone,

wouldn’t tell to strangers who might elsewhere 
makejffi^n known;

So whom we could
depend,

gave us for our comfort, each and all, a loyal 
friend.

W he^^^^H he spilling time of care and hearts must 
overflow,

To one whcB known and loved us long in confidence 
we go;

Bifid we grow H B jw iiS iis faith—the pressure of his 
hands

makes BSSmBE  truly under-
stands;

His words restore our failing strength, we see new

We face life with a lighter heart because we have a 
friend.

. (̂SjSgood old trusted friend of mine, how often to yonr 
door

I^^^^H ghrough  darkness and despair to tell my
tTiSSmfes^gaitjW

I ’ve spilled my r a S ^ S a t  your feet until my heart

Always to have you say tOsm«HThese things work ($tfq 
•aU# right.”

And so for all the cares you’ve shared these simple 
lines are penned— 

I should have broken long ago without you, good 
friend!

You can not he served wall unless yon are served 
right.
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What of Reincarnation?
If the flesh body was the first body that Life evolved 

we might then consider reinearnaBn, but because 
Science proves that there are other bodies and that 
the process of evolution takes bm!Sp,of yeaglof onr 
count of time for its progress, we surely can ngt think 
of onr becoming an incarnation in the history of one 
generation if it takes the time Science tells us it does 
to become one little cell. We must consider, too, the 
time it would take for the disintegratffin of those cells 
in order that an intelligent ego might tuck itself away 
into nothingness before it could begin to prepare itself 
to become somebody again.

Is it not more reasonable to think of successivB 
progressive embodiments taking plaee than to think of 
returning? Containing, rather than retracing, would 
3eem more like Nature's planJcrodueing, not reduc 
ing; bringing forth, not taking from. Trace our 'own 
habits; very seldom docs any one retrace or return to 
old habits. We are always and all the time taking 
steps to conquer old conditions and make way for new 
ones.

The impelling force within us is the same force that 
gives the acorn its roots and clothes its branches with 
leaves. The same impelling force that gives the rose 
its perfume or the fruit tree its fruit. To one whir •* 
travels continuously, the fisherman's boat is uninter 
esting. So it is with one who thinks and expresses in 
all forms of Life. The thought of reincarnation has no 
more interest to such a mind than the fisherman’s boat 
has to the traveler of the worid.

Tim idea in the theory of the Keincarnationiat that 
reincarnation is the way that Nature adjusts her mis 
takes by turning over her work to masters for the dis 
tribution of such souls as need to reincarnate, would 
lead one to ask the question, how do they do it? and 
who are the masters! From whom did they learn the 
art of reducing Life to its original starting point and 
by what power of thought or sight do they hold this 
Life while it travels back to earth encasement ? How 
many Masters are there who labor in the laboratory 
of reincarnating life? If i t  takes millions of years 
to incarnate, how long docs it take to retrace ? Do all 
the elements of the body return to the melting pot to 
be brewed over, or is it just certain parts? When 
does this dhentegration begin to take place; at birth, or 
at death of the flesh body ? How about those who lose 
a member of their body ? Does that limb or arm wait 
mme plaee for the rest of the body? Is it just the 
spirit that reincarnates? Then, if this he tree, when 
does it return, to the great reservoir of life? Accord 
ing to Spiritualists and Mediums they are chatting 
around in seance rooms, helping the people to ran their 
basines®, as some mediums claim to have for their 
guides, the prominent characters of the Bible, Adam, 
Noah, Snail, Abraham, in our present day

noted people from LfcreuM oH resdflent Harding, I 
Do all people rem g& ri^^M  tSj^Sa part of the®? 1 

Do S I  have a choice in the a c t? I f  reincarnation i6 J 
true, how elie the story of Jesus, i[0S{1
and Elias? Again, if  reincarnation be true, how can i 
the Bible b e^ H e  and how can there be a God and 
wbat need would there be for a Devil ? Are the Arch, 
angels the Masters and the I
when do the Saints get a chance to make the change? 
Here are teaching us salvation and atone 
ment by waHofltosnand the Astrologer*
are telling Bjj&at all tH  characters in the Bible are 
stars and not people at all. and the H>iritualkfs, talk, 
ing with the dead, saint and sinner alike, all get a 
cba^Hin the-^Hice roqm, SjjgjiSg.'cbSS^jE death. 
Now, what is a poor fellow to think, when the theory 
of rqincarnati^H on^^H lSSf we are reborn anyway, 
why bothai with salvation ? You are file
Spiritualists areSwffif,. all the 
if the SKstte^lftS are right, then there is much to he 
done; for adjustment |
rests with the rodiviE!3fcl<^HSdgj^^to9ffl$Wwp tow 
right oil wrong. The goal
can prepare for his journey. The law then is the 
same;*k I  can talk to m y ^ E ^ H ^ jM a rH  yojcaa 
talk to yournand if they can all who
ever lived, in whatever time they lived, can talk to us, 
if they so desire. I t  tuning in and
getting their attention.

We know so little and there is so much to learn; 
when will we leave off wasting fflne that the child of 
the future may be/aiaiMff&t^L

’Twas bat a rose w ith^ffioS^^^Er 
Dropped in t
Only that morn a bud pink-lipped 
With head erect by zephyrs fanned 
Had opened up a thing o# jw  
UnroIUaMts leaves to heart of gold 
And giverjjjits higbbag^Hfcie woijld 
Its perfume rare f ^ H  petals to
Qo take the lesson; will you, test,
Scorned and rejected, give the worlcgjSfeMfl BEST I

Dudley Dorn.

A  Straight T ip
A young sport who answered an advertisement of 

fering to send some tips cm w  horses received for hk 
dollar, a eard with this adviee 06 wVjto

Horses to follow—Hearse horses.
Horses to back—Hobby horses.
Horses fd’put noroetftoirg cm.—Saw horses.
Horses to let alone—Race horses.—Weslern Chrk- 

ttm  Advowte. "(L’iWiffeiHS)



A SCIENTIFIC ESSAY ON PHOTOGRAPHING
THE UNSEEN

By I t. W. K. Dunraore 

(Continued from loot month)

Among the impressive scenes that have left their 
KS'iptpWiiy memory is one in which I witnessed the 
posing of a schoolmate to the spirit life. As sh e jH  
on her death bed she raised her bands toward heaven 
and smiling, said, “ 0 mother, they are corning for me,

Plate I

the angela^^^^^^R j^^H  ’ ’ With that her bands 
dropped and the spirit took its departure.

"Whey my thoughts revert to this incident, me thinks,
'10 death, where is tby sting 1 ”  Wh at a contrast to the 
fearlKHfeaviftg.tR has
hang in me there was no terror, no

and going ;H
have seen those contented spirits from the other side
and talkBrwith them. Why should I fear 1

Yon, readers, who fear the change called death after 
acarmingj^fift frogel;' sec nothing but meaningless 
phrasesand. pictures. To him who contemplates a 
spiritual existence they speak in no uncertain terms. 
Matty still cling to the superstition that in a l i c l  
times, might was right; the king nHvrtfg,
and the clergy wKerthe emissaries of (3$8Mmeinl> re 
ceive messaged B  spiRtual and oJJrae origin. All 
eemmufflSroons TM®fed by others were of the H e®  
and his llgels and portended evil.

The clergy of today maintain the same position as 
far asHp W B  and denounce all forms of spirit phe 
nomena. They admiRhat manifestations occur bat 
^ H r that $j®E^from|Ej& good source. If that were 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m |^ g lp re se n te H n  these pages would neces 
sarily be false. Few of us are admit that our
relatives and friends are in league with ms Devil be 
cause they manifest to us.

Here mSntimerous settings in which the spirits of 
la jjenH ^^^^H nther relatives, and friends, pose for 
photo^n&hHose who remain in the body. The scene' 
changes with kaleidoscopic effeet, never ending in vari 
ety. We no two alike 'out rarely is there
any similarity. It is duSbtful if any human could de 
vise such an endless variety of settings and poses.

W flp l l  its simplicity the illustration on the cover 
page i-H j Bi^SdyyatHf evidence. Mrs. C. If. Min- 
thorn, 6012 Kolmar Ave., is the sitter, w fm e  right

and on the
another,recognized form in nurse’s nniform into 

wlm^Ea(^U^^^Bm|E gazing. The nurse has passed 
under Mrs. Minthorn’s arm and although she 

the cause she feels impelled to look 
H o  the face of the sj^H  form.

Mrs. Effa B. Dandson is the central figure in plate 
l*$£>«)tgef^Hof the g M l e n i a n t h e  beard is a re-

I’iale H

markably good likeness of her father, who passed out 
many years ago. In plate ® the same faee is shown in 
comparison witjK&bhoto taken of him before he passed 
t§ the sptgt\orld . The lady to the left of Mrs. Danel 
son is her mother, also in spirit,

Mrs. Danelson is also the sitter in plate HI. In ad 
dition to the faces there is a large quantity of ectoplasm
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Ptatf fff

or ttufiMtd sustenaf fpfy[ti wt ri 
PrtteiM mime of thrM, !!'" ' ^  *wiW
 steraiized in tim ! L ; f c  | 9  H  (i*' 
M  havl irxm^d ln *  " f  f *  BnaAer wr>M
top *  Mr. K. 1  ^  *"?* 0f «* the
w v. - fe«, ,  **ncw< a w«*jn, and the face below 
« h  that of an atmt. The fafte ,M  M f ,)f the cfon(j
k  tfeat of a/i vnefc

 >} taming this photo bottom side up. the head of a 
peerdmr spoe.es of dog k  vkii)l, in the hair of Mrs. 

. son. Mr. Sj>?fti>er  was a dog fancier and breeder

M,(te iv

pea ranee on different photos, not because of a real 
difference but because of its movement and the manner 
in wh ich it reflects light.

Contrast the appearance of plate I lf  with that of 
plate V. In the latter the streaky appearance about 
the face is unusual while the misty, undefined cloudi 
ness at the left is quite common. Only one face k 
distinct on this photo, but careful scrutiny reveals the 
features of eight others. The sitter is Mr. A. Tribbett, 
3416 Elaine Place, Chicago, The face is that of his 
father.

The faintly visible faces seen in ectoplasm are in 
process of materialization or demate realization and 
would either become plainer or disappear in a few 
moments. In some instances the entities are not stiffi-

Plaft V

!

f
i
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whether spirits can be photographed without havaig s 
person sit to attract-them. In this instance the only
material used to attract them was the vase and one 
flower. Trinkets, letters, jewelry and various other 
objects are frequently used to attract the forces. -Ins; 
how much influence they have on them is largely a 
°>atter of conjecture.

Another exhibition of strength is presented in plate 
 ̂II with Mrs. Catherine Mitchell. 6929 Normal Blvd,. 

Chicago, as the sitter. Lucile Weston, who appears at 
! e kfy shows a remarkably clear cut Sgure. Accord*

to her own statement she was preparing to sing as 
e of the camera shutter brought her to a realiza- 

*on that she was about to be photographed. The face 

? / rs- Mitchell’s son at the right is also well-defined. 
n  eating a strong personality.

Q P}ate VIII we have two of the same characters 
PPearing in piate y If with Mrs pioreuc<! Hulle. 2563 

as 'ugton Blvd., as the subject. At the left is Edith rure m i
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Flats tX

photos. We a.re too often inclined to disappointment 
in such matters because we think we should have what 
we want because we want it.

Mr. C. L. Min Thorn, 601- Kolmar Ave.. sat for sev 
eral photos, but only three faces appeared a second 
time for him. His stepmother, whose face appears at 
the upper left in plate IX. was photographed with him 
at another time. Her portrait taken about two weeks 
before she passed out is shown in plate X. His cousin, 
Alice, whose face may be seen at the lower right, was 
also present on another occasion.
  His daughter. Letha. standing behind her doll in 
plate XI. has been photographed several times. The 
photo presents an unusual number of full .forms prob 
ably due to their having drawn on those present for 
strength, there being about fifteen persons in the room 
when the picture was taken. Three of these spirits 
demonstrated their powers by cutting pieces of the

cake. T h ey  had  p rev io u s ly  m ad e a req u est to be pho 

tograp h ed  a n d  kep t th e ir  p r o m ise  to be p resen t  
F re q u en tly  th ese  d e s ir in g  p h o to s  rep o r t that cer 

ta in  sp ir it  fo r c e s  h ave m ad e s im ila r  prom ises but fail 
to ap p ear . T h e s it te r  is likely  to  bo disappointed but 
in  th is  co n n ectio n  it sh o u ld  be b orn e  in  m ind that the 
tim e fo r  ta k in g  p h o to s  is n e c e ssa r ily  lim ited  and they 
m ay n ot be p resen t a t th e  p a r t ic u la r  m om ent the ex- 
p osure is  m ad e, or  th e y  m ay n o t  g e t  w ith in  the range 

o f  the cam era  i f  p resen t.
I f  the photographer is clairvoyant and is informed 

of the promise and given a description of those wanted 
he can take the photo a t the proper time. Should they 
fail to appear he can inform the sitter to that effect. 
But the photographer does not want to know these 
things.

To know them would lessen the value of photography

Flats Xt

as evidence of psychic manifestation. To the sceptic 
it would not he evidence a t all. The only true evidence 
of genuineness is in getting these faces without a pre* 
vions knowledge of their identity. So far as the in 
terests of science are concerned it is better to make 
some failures In that respect than to nullify the effects 
of photography by pleasing a few individuals.

The purpose of any demonstration should he pri 
marily in the interests of the cause. A pleased indi*
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. ^dod bolster, Hit it requires positive proof
v^ Ual.?rt the u n b e l i e v e r .  To submit photos wiih fares 
to If ^ who won1 previously known to tile
^  n ipher appears awry to the sceptic. This prim 
^pvnii^kt appb in 1he rose of Patrick Rafferty.
°U1)r Oitnmore .•mended a trumpet keance at the 
iv'chte P°xvov Research Center, where Mrs. Myrtle 
York presided I  medium. Patrick being her trumpet 
director was in evidence much of the time. Having 
been in spirit H  years he lias developed a strong per- 

naliiy S i  was eloarly visible, clairvoyantly, to the

doctor.
He is visible to the left: in Mrs. York’s photo as seen 

in plate XI I, which was taken by Dr. Dun more about

Plate X I f

two weeks after the seance. The photo demonstrates 
one of two things: the reality of clairvoyance or the 
genuineness of spirit photography. In rejecting either 

must admit the other to be a fact. The evidence is 
too strong to discredit both.

Those to the right are Della Pease, an inseparable 
riend, and Kenneth Preble, an uncle of Mrs. \  ork. 
ie names and identity of the last two were not pro- 

^tousty known to the photographer nor the fact that 
ever existed. Plate X IH presents more evidence 

W  nature. The photo was taken of Mr. A. 
h ^  Brook, HI. Ho recognises his father’s
^ h H  ®hd a niece who were residents of Germany 

hftssc»l out in that country. Here again there \va*
^  opportunity to gain previous knowledge of these

People. *

he photos illustrating this article were all selected

P U u M U

as being representative of intelligent people, not the 
superstitious, credulous kind who believe anything 
and everything. However conclusive the evidence may 
be there w ill always be those* who through ignorance, 
habit, or religious bigotry refuse to accept i t  

What may seem st ill less creditable is the power of 
the spirit forces to create thought forms, The spirit 
is consciousness with the faculties of cogitation and 
cognition whether in the body or discarnaic, By the 
power of thought it attempts to construct that which 
it enjoys and destroy that which displeases. All 
material substances arc the produce of vibration: the

f \ W  A ll
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result of energy directed by thought. Thus, the spirit 
exhibits its power in the creation of thought forms. 
These forms may assume any proportions, such as the 
materialisation of spiritual bodies and inanimate ob 
jects,

Plate XIY illustrates this in the materialization of a 
doll by the spirit of Letha Minthorn, whose mother sat 
for the picture. This was in fulfillment of a promise 
to the parents and executed with marvelous skill for a 
mere ehild.

More detailed descriptions of these photos and other 
valuable information is included in the series of arti 
cles on spirit photography to be found in recent issues 
of P s y c h ic  P o w e r .

Saved by M other’s Spirit 
One evening, a short, time after my mother died, I 

was walking along a lonely road, near our home, when 
a young man approached and asked the way to a certain 
street. As we were both going the same way we walked 
along together, until we came to the crossroads. I 
stopped to give him further directions. Suddenly he 
seized me and tried to force me into the tall bushes, 
which bordered the road. I  struggled frantically, but 
he pulled me to the ground and was dragging me back 
ward. Suddenly I  felt my mother's presence beside 
me, although I saw nothing. Just then my assailant 
looked up. W ithout a word he dropped me and ran 
down the road and out of sight as fast as he could go. 
— Chicago Journal.

Psychci Power Center
The Sunday afternoon meeting, held at 3 P. M., is 

of especial value to those seeking communication with 
their loved ones. The Wednesday evening meeting is 
a great help to those who have problems to solve. At 
this meeting we answer your personal questions and in 
this way help you in the troublesome affairs of life. 
On Friday evening, at 8 :15, we hold a regular class 
which is always open to the public. In this class our 
main object is to help you in the development of your 
psychic powers. This class is especially helpful to- 
those who are beginning to realize they have psychic 
power and do not know just how to develop it.

Don't miss the next issue of PSYCHIC POWER. 
Order it in  advance from your newsdealer.

If ailing and in need of mental healing direct 
your thoughts to the Healing Center and ask for 
help.

Ask Your Newspaper D ealer lor 
PSY CH IC  POW ER  
or Call D iversey 5135

F am ous I l lu m in a ti  C ou rse  L e ss  T h a n  H a l f  P r ic e

FUNDAMENTALS IN STELLAR-NUM EROLOGY
Make Reservation NOW and receive ^ree: Temple Teachings; (No. 1) 
Brief Forecast of Your Year* Success Signature; Harm onious Colors, Etc.

Stamped self-addressed envelope will bring you Free 
Prospectus, Testimonials from Editors, Astrologers, 
etc., telling why they consider Stellar-Numerology the 
Master Key of Destiny

T he S uper-Science o f

SELF
Discovery ** Analysis * Realization
(Miss Blackburn is not an itinerant teacher. Established for 12 years she 
maintains in Los Angeles the World's Largest Metaphysical Center devoted 

EXCLUSIVELY to NAME and Number, Science-Philosophy.)

j PERSIAN PRAYER INCENSE
1 Compounded from  Im ported  Ingredients from  ancient Form ula.
{ For PuriUcAtioo, Devotion, Meditation, Seances. $1 per box, prepaid.
I ----  --- ------  -------------------  -----------------'

A R T IE  MA E BLACKBURN , B. L. L
1323 W . Manchester Ave. Dept. P. LOS ANGELES, CALIFO RNIA

ilia

A r t if . M a e  B l a c k b u r n  
A uthor of

“Illu m in a ti  C o u rse ,” “ T em ple  
T e a c h i n g s “S c ie n ti fic  D ivina  
t io n ,"  _ “ K a b a listie  A lc h e m y ,” 
“C osm ic C o n sc io u sn ess  T h ru  
C osm ic C o lor C u rre n ts / '  “ T h e  
N ec ro m a n cy  o f  th e  B ra sier” 
(The T ru th  about In c e n s e  and 
P e rfu m e s ) , etc.

Please m e tis"  PSYCHIC POWER MAGAZINE when you write advertiser,



JOURNEYS TO THE SPIRIT-WORLD
By LOUIS LISEMER

Author of Fate Or Destiny, The Psychic Hand and 
Other Publications

In the consideration of extension in logic when con 
trasted with comprehension, the material scientist con 
tends that matter and mind are the most extensive 
classes that mind can form. A  general notion is said 
to be extensive according to the extent of its applica 
tion. Figure is a term of very great extent, hence he 
concludes that European is more extensive than Ger 
man, man than European, animal than man, organ 
ized being than animal. Here he stops. The mind 
has taken range in matter and space, has applied the 
five senses, and concludes that it has determined a be 
ginning and an end.

The Soulist takes up the unbroken thread and in his 
consideration of extension in the spiritual nature of 
things when contrasted with comprehension he con 
tends that matter and spirit are the most extensive 
classes that the soul can form. Figure also is a term 
of very great extent, and he affirms that the concept is 
more extensive than the philosophy, truth more than 
fact, space more than time, energy more than light, 
spirit more than consciousness, immortality more than 
eternity; that the philosophy, the fact, time, mind, 
light, consciousness and eternity are merely forms or 
conditions in a consideration of the absolute and the 
ultimate. He leaves the mental consideration of the 
electron and its never-ending vibratory energy to the 
scientist, and reflects on the spirit-energy of the elec 
tron inherent in the psycho-visional dream, in the 
seance-room, or in the cataleptic dream when the soul 
leaves the physical body and wanders to realms it 
knew not of. In the continuation of his reflection the 
Soulist reaches the conclusion that since the soul can 
and does visualize the future, it can also visualize the 
past when chaos formed the cosmos, when the nebula 
created chaos, when light evolved the nebula, and when 
energy established light. He reasons that since he is 
a part of every form or condition of nature, he can 
feel and see its throb and visit any and every part 
of the universe. He .extends his reasoning and con 
cludes that since the cosmos is a creation, it must in 
the ultimate reach an end, which is light, as it whs in 
the beginning.

It is in this light that the soul of man is clothed and 
of which he is a part, else he could not see the light and 
the soul. The science of the soul teaches that all crea 
tion bespeaks and manifests the reality of the continu 
ity of life, and the sours progression. In its ethereal 
journeys the soul returns with absolute knowledge of
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Divine guidance in a never-ending sequence of celes 
tial power and glory. It meets shadows and forms that 
are living and loving ones, and that show life in youth 
and beauty as they move about like seraphic beings and 
speak. Frequently the soul recognizes loved ones, and 
their voices bring assurance of the continuity of life  
in a high sphere.

The writer is a victim or a beneficiary of the cata 
leptic dream. Aside from the inconvenience of en 
forced extrication of the hands, I have observed no 
ill-effects from such experience. Neither can it be 
contended that a weakened physical condition pro 
duces such a dream-state, for the reason that at sixty- 
six years I  am in perfect health. Nor is every somnam 
bulist in ill health.

In my cataleptic journeys to the future home of the 
soul—for such they are—the law that elicited my at 
tention most was that of attraction. It is as potent 
Over There as it is on the earth, for the reason that 
its fundamental truth is love, which appears to per 
vade that land of Elysian life.

When I was publisher of a daily newspaper at Ann 
Arbor, Mick., the city editor was Seward Cramer. He 
was graduated from the literary, the law, and the civil 
engineering departments of Michigan University. Mr. 
Cramer could write more copy in a given time than 
any journalist I have ever known. The typewriter, as 
a copy producer, was unknown in those days. Over 
work undermined his health. He was also local cor 
respondent for a Detroit daily, and did university 
feature work for a Chicago newspaper. Physicians ad 
vised a change of climate. He went to Florida, where 
lie passed from earth. Mr. Cramer and I were friends.

In my journeys to the ethereal realm—for such it is 
—I frequently meet Mr. Cramer. He is engaged in 
the duties of journalism, about as he was on earth. 
He is always seated at a desk, and appears consid 
erate and kind, just as I knew him. His features are 
unusually bright in the effulgent light that seems to 
envelop the surroundings. When I  saw him a few 
nights ago, a Sunday paper with its colored supple 
ment lay on the table and I took it in my hand and 

read in it.
With Mr. Cramer I wandered about the offices of the 

building and the premises, but saw no presses. That 
seemed strange to me. Other buildings in the vicinity 
appeared to be lighted, but I saw no lights. I  was 
semiconscious of the fact that I was in a strange land
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and that cveryoue, with kindly mien, was at work, 
which gave me the conviction that the future state of 
the human soul also was one of action. Frequently I 
meet, my beautiful wife in spirit. She left for these 
unkuown shores thirty-five years ago at Ann Arbor, 
where, she aided me in my newspaper work. She was 
in charge of the front office. We worked together and 
loved each other dearly. When we meet in the home 
of the soul we kiss and embrace and hold converse. 
Somehow her kiss seems divinely warm and her fea 
tures shine brighter than they did when she was with 
me here—if that were possible. We converse and 
smile. But I always am cognizant of the fact that she 
has been gone a long, long time.

As I am about to speak of this fact to her, I awaken, 
when I am overcome by a feeliug of deep despondency 
because I could not remain with her, the woman whom 
I loved. Intuitively I put my clasped hands to my 
eyes. Tears have gathered there.

In oue of my astral journeys I met Professor Brad 
ley M. Johnson, who was a law professor at Aun Arbor, 
was treasurer of a fashionable church which I attended, 
and was my neighbor. Also we were frieuds, and often 
met.

Before leaving me in the ethereal realm Professor 
Thompson advised me not to make th'e purchase of any 
more industrial stock. Then I awoke.

Qu the previous day I had purchased stock in a 
Toledo corporation. After the dream I lost no time in 
going to Toledo for the purpose of instituting investi 
gation. The manager of the company escorted me 
through the large buildings which evidenced thrift. 
Manufactured articles were standing about and others 
were building. I was invited to luncheon by the man 
ager, who stated to me that he, his wife, and her father 
had made the purchase of fifteen thousand dollars’ 
worth of stock in the company, and that lve had come 
from Kentucky for the purpose of investigating its 
books. He had made a careless remark, and realized 
the fact. I hurried to Grand Rapids and arrived in 
time to pi*otest the check I had given for stock in the 
company. Within three days’ time the officers of the 
company were summoned to appear in court.

The dream in which Mr. Cramer’s soul-entity was a 
principal and the dream in which my wife appeared, 
are cataleptic experiences and are a natural condition, 
while my psychic visit with Professor Thompson is a 
psycho-visional dream and is produced when I watch 
and subjectively follow with my eyes opened or closed 
in a dark room after retiring for the night the shades 
of light as they present themselves to my vision until 
I  gently fall asleep. Also the psycho-visional dream 
is a natural condition.

Such subjective procedure produces an ectoplasm 
'or exhudation from my body in which spirit-entities 
and landscape and other scenes vividly present them 

selves, and is scientific. This subjective state of vision 
I have termed the psycho-visional or ectoplasmic 
dream, and is a phase of Soulism, the science of the 
soul, which may be destined to play a part in compre 
hending the drama of the supernatural world and its 
evolution, the progression of the soul.

Again the question presents itse lf: Since the so,ul 
can undertake these ethereal journeys into the future 
can it also venture into the past? Assuredly. The 
mind can do retroactive thinking, and the soul makes 
retroactive excursions. My soul does in the cataleptic 
dream. To do so is the province of the soul. It will 
visualize back through cosmos, back through chaos, 
back through nebula, back to light, back to the begin 
ning.

Science avers that the sun is not burning, and that 
combustion is not the source of its heat. Here science 
stops in its conclusions. The scientist has a way out. 
Eventually he wall explain the universe in terms of 
spirit, when he will make the discovery what mind is. 
Light is its parent substance. If, then, all things in 
this "world, and in the next—the laws governing both 
worlds are identical—radiate light, then they must be 
light, concentrated light, which the physical eye cannot 
see, as it sees darkly, dark objects.

If the theory be accepted that light is life—energy— 
and that the universe is spirit-light, then the hypothe 
sis will maintain that earth-life began with' many 
shades of light in the organic scale, or the cradle of 
man, and that these shades paralleled each other. Is 
not the mind light enclosed and in action, and is not 
the soul spirit? Again, is not the soul parent to the 
mind ?

In reiteration: Since the soul can and does visual 
ize the future, it can also visualize the past. It has re 
mained for Soulism, the science of the soul, to make the 
discovery in the cataleptic dream.

In the People’s Cyclopedia of Universal Knowledge 
(Phillips & Hunt, New York), page 337, is the follow 
ing:

“ Catalepsy (katalepsis, a taking possession of), a 
state of more or less complete insensibility, with ab 
sence of the powrer of voluntary motion, and statue 
like fixedness of the body and limbs in the attitude im 
mediately preceding the attack, a like position being 
also retained, unless altered by force, until the return 
of consciousness. The patient is usually in good health 
at the time of seizure.”

Catalepsy, then, is a state of trance. The New Stand 
ard Dictionary gives the following definition of trance: 
“ A state in which the soul seems to have passed out 
of the body into another condition or to be wrapt into 
visions.”

As we have seen, in a state of trance like catalepsy 
or the psycho-visional dream, the soul radiates both 
centripetal and centrifugal force, or energy, and is the
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only body in which these laws function, empower hag it 
to see with its psychic eye all forms and inhabit all 
conditions in the universe—past, present, and future. 
Its electronic energy is spiritualized in its fullness and 
power in the phantasms of the soul. The voice of the 
soul is heard in the infant crying—crying in the night 
—and its sacred waters flow in the infant’s tear. The 
psychic ear of the soul can hear the astral bells, which 
prayer finds and rings.

Soul ism is the science of the soul—the great science 
of the age—for the reason that it acquaints the mind 
of man, which has its limitations, with the hidden 
mysteries and beauties and wonders and glories of 
supreme nature tha t the mind cannot explore and 
fathom, and experience the sacredness of existence.

In this dissertation we have considered the law of 
extension—spirit-extension—and its relativity. In the 
comprehension of Soulism, it  is potent.

deduces, before it induces, thought; and thought exists 
and existed as it will; continue to exist when the brain 
ceases to act; that is, when the organism is no longer 
useful as a function of spirit. Whence does thought 
come, and where does it go when the brain ceases to 
manifest it? I t  is in and of the mind as the mind is . 
in and of the spirit, a fact or condition of spirit not 
recognized as yet in the textbooks of either normal or 
abnormal psychology. The time is at hand when it 
will he. And then supernormal psychology will re 
vise the canons and hypotheses of normal and ab 
normal psychology.

The brain as a conductor is the best instrument for 
thought coherence and radiation which eould possibly 
be conceived. I t generates thought only in so far as 
it provides room and function for its manifestation. 
And this is the larger and spiritual significance of 
generation as taught by the great teacher Jesus to 
Nicodemus. In this sense evolution is never creative.

The Mind and the Superior Coherers
By J . C. F. GRUMBINE

Author of “Auras and Colors” “Psychology of Colors” Etc.

As mind is pregnant with spirit, so the brain is 
pregnant with ether. Spirit acts on and through ether 
as mind acts on and through the brain. Ether is not 
electricity, nor is the mind spirit, yet ether is the 
mother of electricity as spirit is the father of the 
mind. The inductibility of the mind to spirit is no 
less a fact than the inductibility of the brain to 
ether. And it  is due altogether to this dual and 
relative inductibility that both the brain and the mind 
act as coherers. Coherence is a spiritual property of 
matter. Cohesion causes atoms, molecules and particles 
of matter to combine into solids,,liquids and gases, 
Attraction and repulsion are the universal laws of 
matter which lie back of all the dynamic and static 
force of nature. And yet whatever attracts or repels 
is following the dictation of spirit.

What a battery is to electricity and the practical 
application of electricity to human service, that the 
brain is to the m ind and the mind is to the spirit. 
Never lose sight of the fact that spirit generates life 
and power, even organism and phenomena, not through 
external but internal agencies or functions. What 
the life of the tree is to the sap and form, that spirit 
is to the mind and brain. I t  is the life that generates 
the sap, as i t  is the sap which produces the leaves, 
branches, trunk  and roots. All material analogies must 
be read, as i t  were, appositely, backward from within 
or esoterically by the spirit. I f  one supposes that a 
battery creates electricity he is in error, for electricity 
existed before the battery was even invented. The 
battery is only a  conductor in the broadest and most 
technical use of the term. I t  displays or manifests 
the phenomena. The brain acted upon by the mind

Involution lies back of evolution and governs it. 
Thought arises in the brain as moisture and dryness in 
the air from other sources than the apparent. The 
mind is the medium between spirit and brain in the 
translation, manifestation and conservation of thought, 
and, technically speaking, is a repository of thought 
or a thought collector. I t  is a much finer, sensitized 
and attuned coherer or instrument for the apprehen 
sion or ductibility of thought than is the brain ; and 
yet the correspondence between the material (physical, 
sentient) and spiritual (superphysical, supersentient) 
world could not exist and would not be possible were 
it not for the brain and mind. What the mind is to 
the spiritual world through the subjective, psychical or 
supernormal and spiritual life, that the brain is to 
the material world through the objective sense and 
organic life. And so as this unity and harmony remain 
unbroken the spirit can do its work and live its life 
in a normal and supernormal way.

If  all thought is inspirational and not sensational 
in its origin and essential nature, the office and func 
tion of the brain and mind as coherers become at once 
evident. To pass or impell thought from the ego— 
the seat of personality and the personal life, the resi 
dence of the subjective and objective mind, and the 
source and the resource of the multiple personality 
and all potential and manifest experiences to the mind 
—is a matter wholly of the need of the ego, so fa r as 
its life and destiny are concerned. Remember, that the 
ego is essentially Divine and becomes individualized 
for expression, that is, to be one with God, to attain 
the apotheosis. And this need lies back of its growth— 
that is, what is termed its material and spiritual ex 
pression.

The brain provides a means of deductively (from 
the potential subjective sphere of the ego) and induc 
tively (from the active, objective plane of the ego)
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perceiving
warp and woof of the soul's needs. Iu this respect it 
coheres the thought from the miBd-'bn&rtgj manifest 
it by means of in^M spheM
of uhysieal existence—the

The consciousness is reser 
voir of all thought, and without 
mind and brain would have no existence. This is the 
normal order of the soul’s ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H  and culture. 
The abnormal is a deviation from it, as the si^^H  
normal % a higher fulfillment of it.

Â nefsoYfereswl to
standards or rules of living, and immoral when hjy 
fails to do so; huLke is spiritual only when his life 
is pure, unselfish. The madfepflj—that is, the
moral and immoral—and the spiritual, seem strangely 
mixed in, each one's life, as mixed as the Scriptural 
tares and wheats but the mixture is the result of a 
refining and purifying process from whieh each soul 
will escape in time. One’s work or purpose in life, 
as well as ontj's life in the material a n dpS m ial sense, 
are involved in the use he makes And
thought is given to supply human needs.

The thought is the intellectualization of the life— 
that is, what one is one thinks, or as expressed by the 
aphorism. "As a man thinketh, so is h e . l  The char 
acter and the thought of the soul grow [3 unfold to 
gether. This is the mystery of thought. I t  arises from 
within the soul, as the mind is able to perceive and 
receive it. And the choice the ego makes of thought 
determines its life and direction.

Thus it can be said that thought adapts itself to 
the soul’s life in the sphere cHtimc and space by a 
mathematical law. And this law fixes the character 
and the destiny of the souk An idea is the generator 
of a thought, and so from the immaterial or spiritual 
idea to the material or sensuous thought the process 
of thought transference and telepathy is involved. 
Technically, the idea is the spiritual concept of the 
mental perception—thought. .

Ideas and thoughts duster together like angels and 
spirits who travel in groups or companies. And the 
reason many minds think the same thought or think 
alike, as the case might be. is because they are passing 
through of evolving the same condition and state of 
mind, which produce certain similar, but not uniformly 
identical, experiences. Often seemingly stereotyped 
germs of thought, like formulae, give one an idea as 
to the inspirational forms or moulds of thought, but 
the inspirational forms are elastic and fit into the 
soul’s every need.

Phonographic or graphophonie impressions, which 
are the means of reproducing vocal and instrumental 
selections, hint a t similar methods employed by the 
spirit. For surely the soul’s life is a hook, the pages 
and story of which unfold in serial form. There is

abnormal experience
and direction in what appears mental chaos.

Law is law, whatever the rcsulis. Forms, like organ 
isms, serve a double purpose. They hold and convey, 
as well as and couse^^J whatever is put
intShem . In the most subtle wayMoMjEH the soul’s 
history u n fi^ B  thought by thoujHt, like the pages of 

i e end Breached, and that end is not the 
lim p^H hought or l iH  but a beginning of endless 
revelations and illum inatit^^^^H ouH f precedes all 
mental awakening, all in consciousness, all
experiences of character.

In this connection a word should be said of the i&M 
ing. Feeling is n ^ H th a n  emotion and <|eqD.ej than 
sensa^H**JSHthe spirit of th o r^H an d  compels the 
though into consciou^^^Hn. I t  has i t s f j j ^ i n  love, 
a lt l^ ^ H it  may b « rg e  in one a prayer or aspiration 
in another an appetilHor passion. The gross or cognu 
and feeling follow ^^^^^^^H upon
the the life and the use makes of
thought. wrong, good^^B ev ii feeling,

and agreeable yind feeling?"paH 
ful and disagreeable, synchronise in spheres of iden 
tical i^B S ks. Peelings and thouc'hBaj&TOseparablja 
they B low  oipjrecede each other, but are never di 
vorced Hardness and obtuseness is
a degree or quality of sensitiveness of feeling. To 
arouse the^Bpine in those who degrade their lives by 
evil thoughts and feelings is the purpose or end of 
experience. For the divine is the spiritual Hw&afl life, 
whieh can only he realized and expressed when the soul 
lovestamBlSes divinely; that pure
thought and feeling, whi<H qualifies one for peace.

By tfie law of attraction and r ^ B g f i i th e  soul or 
ders its thoughts and feelings and this law dictates 
thonght that the sonl likes or dislikes, the thoughts 
which it  can easily and quickly assimilate.

When rele mind and brain as coherers are saturated 
with sensitiveness they attract or repel such thoughts 
as belong or do not belong to them. And as touching 
the extraneous thought or thoughts of others, this law 
must be strongly obeyed if results arefcft) be obtained.

In telepathy, both a percipient and recipient, a 
transmitter and receiver can obtain results in thought 
transference only by applying this law. How could 
the Zanzigs attract color, number or letter, however 
multiplied or complicated, unless they were sympa 
thetic to them; that is, positively attracted them by 
the power of their will or by some occult sympathy not 
yet understood? And to the extent that the brain can 
be made to act in unison with the mind as coherers, 
and both made sympathetically sensitive, whatever may 
be transmitted or impressed, and all repellent thoughts 
or conditions temporarily removed or kept under con 
trol, submerged, as it were, in the stronger current of 
attraction, will results be a success.

(Continued on page 37)



SPIRITUALISM IS APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY
By WM. J. BRYAN, M. D.

Author of "What Spiritualism Realty Is"

Conforming!* the present-day estimate of psy 
chological problems, one might say that efforts to prove 
immortality are in vain. But this is not true, because 
we spiritualists ;u*oni imH] y demonstrating by spirit 
phenomena (not mental manifestations) that immor 
tality is a scientific fac fl Any reasonable person will 
accept the proof, because it is logical to do so.

We realize that it is difficult to convince a person 
against his M l, or when he'is prejudiced, or incapable 
of comprehending the truth when it is presented to his 
consideration.

However, we are patient, we bide our time, for we 
know that the truth is sure to prevail against all oppo 
sition. And we weBrae the time when a iMdvwm in 
every home will gladden the family life and bring 
peace by dispelling all fear of so-called death from 
their minds.

One sees a relative pass from our midst, and our 
love causes us to stop to consider what life is, whence 
it cometh and whither it goeth. This contemplation 
carries us into the realm of applied psychology, which 
is Spiritualism, and we find that it becomes a solvent 
for life’s problems, inasmuch as it furnishes to all 
investigators, through its oft repeated spirit phenom 
ena the positive proof of life here and hereafter. 
Knowing this, our fears concerning so-called death 
vanish like a thief in the night, and our minds are il 
lumined by the light of reason, and all is well with us.

Personality persists after the body is consigned to 
its final resting place; and the proof of this statement 

• is that our spirit ones bring to us, through mediums, 
proof of their identity, and messages of joy and con 
solation that are recognized as correct when tests are 
made.

Convincing proof, of course, is demanded and fur 
nished, whereby spirit ones are recognized by descrip 
tions and details of personal characteristics that arc 
accurately described.

Personal spirit messages bring the weight of evidence 
in their favor, and they refresh our memory of past 
events and peculiarities that are unmistakably correct, 
and sometimes known, only to the one who receives the 
message.

It is a waste of valuable time to continually furnish 
proof of spirit-return to skeptics who are unduly 
prejudiced and unreasonable. But all honest investi 
gators are worthy of attention; and they usually leave 
a spiritual meeting feeling uplifted, consoled, and con 
vinced of the fact that personality persists in the 
spirit-world—that mortal life does not end all.

Unjust Legal Prosecution
Pear can be dispelled by a firm stand for the right 

in every instance, and by calling on the angel hosts 
of advanced and righteous spirits who can mass spir 
itual force for the protection and guidance of their 
chosen mediums.

And let me say, that at no distant day, there will 
come a time when our mediums of honor and probity 
will be safe from prosecution, by any and all man-made 
legal enactments that were initiated and backed by 
the worst kind of prejudice—that which is founded on 
ignorance, error and superstitition.

The outlook for harmony is very promising, and 
it is to be hoped for and prayed for—that all efforts 
to bring the knowledge and the wisdom of Spiritualism 
to the mortals of earth, may not be frustrated by un 
just legal prosecution.

The ways of an enemy may be subtle, insidious and 
treacherous, but the ways of Infinite Justice and the 
help of righteous spirit friends is availing, and is sure 
to triumph in the end.

Let justice, love and mercy, be our own watchwords 
in all dealings with others; and let the truth of Spir 
itualism be promulgated, till it reaches every sorrow 
ing heart and every down-trodden slave of intoler 
ance—till every one on earth shall hear the glad tidings 
of spirit-retnm!

The publication of spiritualist literature helps very 
decidedly to spread broadcast the news of the gospel 
of Spiritualism, and many are eager to gain knowledge 
of our important philosophy by reading our printed 
matter. This is good as far as it carries one along in 
tellectually, hut actual proof of spirit-return must 
come by means of demonstration through some public 
or private medium.

And as every one has some mediumistie ability, we 
constantly advise the public to have “a medium in 
every home,” as such demonstration is very convinc 
ing and conclusive.

We advocate all to lead a life of heavenly-minded- 
ness (which is spirituality), because this condition is 
most elevating to the individual and it prepares the 
way for rneditumship.

Advanced and righteous spirits cannot work in co 
operation with a person who Is materially based, with 
bad habits or propensities, or where there is inbar- 
mony in the home; so it is the duty of all who desire 
psychic development, to supply the necessary condi 
tions for success.

This is comparatively easy for any one who i* earn-
33
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esfc, prayerful, and receptive to spiritual influence from 
tbe higher intelligences.

We can. say from experience, tlmt the best way to 
be a good medium is to be really good, upright, and 
to live according to a high ideal that embodies love 
for God, for mankind and love for the right under dll 
circumstances.

Psychic Phenomena and the Investigator
(Continued front page 0)

child has become an imbecile or pervert from a slap 
on its tiny hand, sending a shock to the brain, or from 
being picked up hastily from its crib and fed by a 
mother whose time is so filled with care that she can 
not nurse the child. The solution for this inhuman 
way of treating children would be for the Govern 
ment to take mother and child, place them, where they 
can live at least as naturally as the pigs in the pig 
styes.

The average mother never lies down with her child, 
bnt sits and rocks and rocks it to sleep. Every ex 
pectant mother should be guarded from interferences. 
If  a few natural rules could be observed in the bring 
ing forth of the offspring and earing for it, there would 
be no deformed children.

When men arid women go to mediums to learn a 
better way of living from these great minds and take 
counsel for the betterment of their household, all law's 
governing life can be taught.

Don’t waste the medium's time or your ow*n, testing 
the medium; listen to what she has to tell you, judge 
her value by what she says to you; don’t  break in on 
a message to ask a question; let the medium finish her 
message and then get permission to ask a question.

A true medium is inspired; if a medium tries to in 
struct you, don’t  say, “ I  did not come for a lecture;! 
“ I  want to know so and so.”  Sometimes a little talk 
relieves the feeling of constraint both for the medium 
and the sitter. Don’t  act as though you were afraid 
something was going to jump out at you. The medium 
is a human being like yourself. The sitters are to 
blame for more false messages being given than the 
mediums. They have their minds set on one thing and 
interpret everything the medium says to mean their 
preconceived idea.

Go to the medium with an honest purpose in your 
heart and then you will not be blamed if you are not 
served right. One medium can riot serve every one* 
an honest medium will say, “ I can not serve you to 
d a y /’ The honest medium has a stipulated fee; the 
trickster will take all he can get. He wjj j  fJtu yon 
you have evil influences or something for which he 
hopes to charge you a goodly sum. These sums range 
from several thousand dollars down to five, T£ you 
do not have the $5, he will answer a question or two for 
whatever amount you may have in your pocket.

Honest mediums are in love with their cause* u 
serve you well menus mo re to l hem than to get your 
money. The trickster is looking for the dollars* hut] 
gets them, too.

Northcliffe Sends “Story” from Heaven
She newspaper, The People, has published mserjou* 

vein what purports to be a long spiritual message from 
tbe late Lord Northeliffe, form er owner of the Londsm 
Times, Daily Mail, arid numerous other publications,

The spirit of Northcliffe, according to his former 
confidential secretary, through whom the message was 
received, described “ the other w orld”  as a most pleas 
ant place, in which lie wears grey flannels and lives in 
a beautiful country house, works to get clothes, and 
has Tolstoi and Joseph Conrad for friends.

Northcliffe is quoted as saying tha t he was “ with 
Conrad when he passed over.”  The famous novelist 
died several weeks ago.
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Former Secretary “Medium”

The article in The Peo'ple states that the message 
was given Miss Louise Owen, who served for twenty 
years as Northcliffc’s private secretary, through a spir 
itual medium named Mrs. Leonard.

Miss Owen says that the message came verbally 
through the medium in Northcliffe’« tones and manner 
isms, and the editor of the paper vouches for her sin* 
eerity.

No Angel Robes

“ I am glad that I  passed over,”  Northcliffe said, 
“ l a m  in perfect health.

“ I  had an idea that we over here floated around 
wearing white robes. How I  should have hated that!”

But it was then explained tha t tha t idea of heaven 
was all wrong.

“ I  have teeth, Anger nails, and everything,”  North- 
cliffl continued. “ I a m  wearing a  gray flannel suit, a 
soft collar, and a soft sh irt. We have no money, hut 
work out everything in kind. I  worked for my suit.

j|Persons are never ill here. They are never hurt and 
never depressed. I  would not re tu rn  to earth, for I 
am happy here, and there is much for me to do.

“ You will be glad to know  that I  have chosen a 
country home here—not in town. I  have a beautiful 
home, with flowers and birds about it. ”

E PIG R A M S O F  T H O R E A U  
T he life of a wise man is m ost of all extempora 

neous, for he lives out of an e tern ity  which includes 
all time.

'JThere is always room and occasion enough for 
a true book on any subject; as there is room for 
more light the brightest day, and m ore rays will 
not interfere with the first.



THE ARAB’S TENT
CONTRIBUTED BY AN INSPIRED WRITER 

(Continued from last month)

Summary—•
An Arab mother, with, her children, are found out 

on the desert in their hu t, where they had been taken 
by the father, ju s t died. The tinder, a small man on 
a big, black camel, sees th a t they return  to the tribe 

• they belonged to an d  disappears. The mother dies, 
and meets the same black stranger, who carries her on 
ward arid upward. A  favorite son of hers dies. His 
mother perform s for him the same service of intro 
duction into new surroundings that the black stranger 
had done for her. W hile doing so, mother and son 
reach the learned Brotherhood here described and 
enroll themselves in it. They are thus well on their 
way through the Life a fte r Death, as they proceed to 
rid themselves of binding prejudices most dear to 
them.

Before we go into details, it will be well to survey 
the different classes o f individuals which present them 
selves as they gradually  r id  themselves, more or less, 
of physical barnacles.

Our main test must evidently be the degree of re 
ceptivity and the power of discriminate judgment. 
Those who have both in  high degree, advance right 
along without hindrance or delay. Progress becomes 
slower for the individual in proportion as he possesses 
less of these indispensable powers for advancement. 
Rapidity of progression and characteristics of Life— 
events are thus determined for the individual who then 
naturally falls into the class he belongs to whether he 
will or not.

Those with less receptivity and judgment, working 
within a lesser radius of action, cling more to past 
forms and obsolete prejudices. The main work of the 
Brotherhood is, precisely, to activate progression and 
combat the tendency toward stagnation, thus always 
tending to develop along the line of inarch. As there 
may be no compulsion, the method used is necessarily 
that of inducing the individual to try  new social com 
binations, choosing the la tter in such a way as to over 
come his prejudices and raise him one rung higher on 
Life’s ladder. The element of mutual attraction be 
tween individuals, of which sex attraction is the strong 
est form, is successfully used in this regard.

It has been said there are no marriages in Ileaven, 
meaning in the ultra-physical-Life-phase we are deal 
ing with. This is only correct in the sense that no 
babies are born in this phase, unless we except the 
many grown up ones that have to be painfully helped 
to an appreciation of their new surroundings. Mar 
riage, in the sense of the necessity of common life.
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due to strength of mutual individual attraction, is the 
rale, beeonung ever granger with the dwefofaaent <*f 
every individual.

dust as any chain is no stronger than its weakest 
Jink, so also any co-partnership of two or more in jjfe 
is only as strong as the weakest individuality in it. 
Upon tb/s relation k  founded the true assertion that 
the stronger the average individual in a  community 
is, the stronger the collective action in that emamuoity. 
Hence, in human progress, whether in the pkymeal 
phase or beyond, individual development precedes and 
grows parallel with collective development, instead 
of there being antagonism between the two, there is but 
greater strength and unity in continuous progression.

The physical barnacles we have mentioned may be 
classified according to their place in relation to mate 
riality. Thus, the tendencies to gluttony, cruelty, lust, 
deceit, avarice, jealousy or ambition, give a good pro 
gressive clue of the nature of such barnacle*, which 
must be eliminated one by one if  the individual k  to  
reach the goal.

Each one’s progression through the meshes o f the 
Brotherhood is composed of steps corresponding to 
an equivalent of broadening out of perception indi 
cated by the foregoing series. Rapidity of progress 
depends solely on the individual Vs power for growth. 
Thus the successive tests each one is subjected to, classi 
fy him and bring him into harmony o f action with 
those on a level with his own attainment, according to  
the universal law.

Within the Brotherhood the teachers in the prelim 
inary grades belong to the more advanced classes. The 
latter, however, are taught by those belonging to grades 
in the next division of soul advancement and belong 
to a more advanced Brotherhood which performs, 
further on, the same services for Humanity that this 
one does in the stage after earth-death.

The first classes teach the student to rectify the 
garbled set of so called facts the world of flesh calls 
knowledge. This is, at first, a tedious process and a 
large proportion hesitate long before dedicating the 
necessary energy to their true life work.

A/I phases of Life come within the scope of this edu 
cation and individuals dedicate themselves especially 
to those departments which form the line of least re 
sistance to them, following the universal law. Being 
relieved of the dense flesh matter, each one becomes 
able at once to express again what has been learned, 
the dead weight of one's own body and that further, 
dead weight of others ’ bodies having disappeared.
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The question of food, the all important one of fuel 
to keep activity progressing, is solved at first very 
much as in the flesh stage. Plants are grown and 
tended and the food thus produced cooked and eaten 
just the same. Gradually, however, as the individual 
draws away from heavy earth material, food is made 
to grow as needed> and absorbed, so to speak, not di 
gested in physical fashion as at first.

The same general statement applies also to clothing 
which, at first painfully manufactured, ends by being 
created, through the power of the individual’s will. 
We have seen that the same rule applies as to housing.

It will thus readily be seen that the counterparts 
to the main drawbacks against progress in the flesh 
life  are progressively eliminated in this stage of 
Life, leaving more and more energy free for greater 
breadth of knowledge. I t  will also be evident that 
large numbers of souls will have acquired this power 
for freedom without sufficiently developing self-con 
trol, the power of progress. Hence a great mass of dis 
turbance to regularly progressing souls, which forms 
the basis of those occurrences caused by evil spirits, so 
called, etc. To help these there are special organiza 
tions, educational in principle but not in form, and 
which are functioning with continuous success.

Having carried the reader thus as far as similitude 
to flesh-life relations will permit, we can not refrain 
from saying a few words concerning the expansion of 
insight and outsigbt soon attained by those who use 
their liberated energies in this direction. By this time 
each one has been able to review all the previous knowl 
edge possessed and to correct and amend the short 
comings and inaccuracies so that, starting from a firm 
basis at last, the experiences of those reaching out be 
yond earth’s vibratory phase, are closely studied and 
copied; for, as ever, true knowledge comes through 
experience only.

Toward the end of this preparatory Brotherhood 
and, as one of the last lessons learned there, not merely 
committed to memory, the progressing soul becomes 
conscious of the far greater breadth of reach in human 
expression attained by those who, having then passed 
the next crucial test, have been enabled to join the 
Great Brotherhood beyond which awaits them with 
open arms, i f  fit! They have a complete framework 
given them of the many steps which lie beyond the one 
already taken through earth-death. For some these 
steps are shorter and far more numerous than for 
others; all depending upon the individual power for 
growth. Hence we see many aspiring sonls passing by 
the greater throng as they urge on to greater knowl 
edge. The mass, however, plod along at about an even 
gait which, on account of interferences, is not even the 
average of that of the individuals in the crowd.

As the immensity and vast extent of human relations 
through the Universe dawn more and more forcibly

upon each one, he redoubles his efforts and seeks the 
companionship of a homogeneous group with whom he 
can work in harmony. Through the different rates of 
progression mentioned comes much of the tragedy of 
human life. For the Universal Law of attraction be- 
tween like bodies becomes sundered when a stronger 
attraction calls; provided, of course, the relation is a 
real one and not the result of individual selfishness.

We will now resume our relation of the struggles of 
our two wayfarers, mother and son in flesh-life, but 
now gradually assuming a different attitude toward 
each other. As the son advanced from class to class he 
became more firmly settled on his way and needed his 
mother’s influence less and less. She appeared at his 
side less and less frequently, explaining to him that 
she had her own affairs to attend to, which included 
him, only as long as her aid was necessary to him. 
After telling him that she would not soon return, she 
absented herself during the whole period he needed to 
go from one class to the second further one. He was 
just preparing himself for the test of graduation when 
he noticed a beautiful woman coming towards him with 
a wreath of flowers in her hand. Stepping up to him, 
she laid it around his neck and asked him wliy he did 
not greet her. There seemed to he something familiar 
about her, but he was sure he had not seen that face 
before and said so. She laughed and replied it was 
certainly a backward child that did not know his own 
mother, and advised him to begin his education all 
over again. “ Can it he you, mother?”  he cried. “ In 
my new dress,”  she replied. “ So this is one of the 
transformations we undergo as we progress?” he 
queried. “ Yes, dear; look at 3rourself! ”  As he looked 
upon himself, his gaze met a richly ornamented gown 
held at the waist by a leather girdle with silver orna 
ments. £ ‘ Where did I  get this ? ”  he cried. ‘£ You have 
earned it,”  she replied, “ and your personality is sim 
ply expressing the change already taken place within 
you.”

They strolled away together in the bright sunshine, 
looking back over their experiences since earth-death 
and being conscious of a strong attraction which made 
them loath to part. At the Social House, as she intro 
duced herself to hey many friends, she received their 
wondering congratulations, for, although these total 
transformations had been explained to them, it was not 
a common, occurrence to witness one, for it implies some 
strong underlying motive for the eager advancing soul 
to turn back on its tracks even momentarily.

She explained to him that, having passed through 
several stages beyond him, it had been a t the cost only 
of great effort on her part that she was enabled to ma 
terialize her more ethereal form down to the consist 
ency of his surroundings. After a short interval of 
bliss she returned to her duties and he to his, awaiting 
the moment when another meeting might be possible.
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Spurred on by the hope of closing the gap between times embracing not only two but three or even more 
them, he bent to his task with redoubled energy, recog- who, often, journey together throughout many stages 
nizing as he did so that, whatever there might be for and are able, if their rate of progression is not greatly 
him elsewhere, this was the only relation that seemed different, to wait for each other and bring great help to 
to fully satisfy and bring steady peace to his longing one another, especially when one is encased in a more 
soul. material body than the others for the time being.

We say soul advisedly, for, although the earth body The purpose of this little essay, namely, that of serv- 
had been dropped and the next body already trans- ing as an introduction to this interesting and complex 
formed in him, the real IIE  behind this expression of theme, having now been accomplished, we will leave 
Life was yet many transformations in advance in the the discussion of the many pressing questions which 
race toward the ultimate goal. will certainly have arisen in the mind of the intelligent

little by little, through intensive exercise of will- reader to the pages of other books to be brought out 
power, he became able to recognize her thought vibra- successively and, henceforth, without intermission, 
tion, although he could not see or feel her. She made These will form, when completed, a compact com- 
arrangements for him to he brought to her. This was pendium of all that the flesh mind can readily grasp 
only possible by means of the efficient aid of several concerning the succeeding phases of Life-activity and 
of the group which she belonged to and as the result of will constitute for the persistent student an invaluable 
the long preparation on his own part, the details of preparation for the Death-Transformation impending 
which it is impossible to impart to earth-flesh under- for us all. 
standing on account of absence of terms of comparison. t h e  e n d

The scene of splendor which met his gaze nearly over- ------------------------
whelmed him. He found her in a beautiful Hall of The Mind and the Superior Coherers 
Learning, engaged in teaching classes who evidently (,Continued from page 32)
looked np to her in utmost harmony of feeling. She Technically speaking, the human organism is also 
advanced to meet him, permeating him with her power- a battery> tbe brain> left and right lobe8> a o£ dyna. 
ful Life Currents, thus enabling him to really U ve for mos> the mind a coberer and thought a force. 
the moment, by her side; but the blissful meeting could Minds and thoughts synchronize in time and space, 
not be prolonged too far for fear of the reaction on jjence the existence and need of uniform spheres and 
himself. He bade her a lingering farewell; he reeog- anes of action. A thought keyed to a certain degree 
nized the last opportunity possible in many stages for o£ or a certain quality of aetion has an at-
their coming together in sweet communion; for he saw traetioil for mbads wbicb agrees with that degree or 
that she was on the eve of taking another and far equality. This is why the mind is and acts as a coherer, 
greater step than she had yet taken.  ̂ Minds in agreement usually synchronize the same

Thanking the kind friends who had sustained him message, experiences or thoughts, and therefore mani- 
in his Great Effort, he was lulled to sleep and found fest the same actions. There may not be, indeed, there 
himself again in his wonted surroundings within the no scientific way as yet known of proving that action 
Brotherhood Community. of any bbld in nature produces identically the same

The effect of this rare experience on him was mar- forms because of constant changes in the molecular 
velous. He had come to realize at last what soul prog- particles of matter, due to physiological and psychical 
ress ready meant. Up to that time he had been dilly- flux, to planetary influences, moteorological changes 
dallying with this precious thing we call Life. Now, at and geographical differences. The self-evident fact 
last, he bent himself to his Great Task of efficiently that two bodies cannot occupy the same space at the 
doing his own part toward helping Humanity along its same time must he taken into account. A  wise ancient 
rugged way, having realized that this was the only way paraphrased this law of matter thus, “ There is a time 
to gain that vantage ground for himself that would, for everything under the sun.1' Violets are violet in 
later, express itself in Eternal Life for him. color, and it is true their blossoms look alike, yet

For, mark you, friends, although Life energy is in- though the color, broadly speaking, is the same, no two 
destructible, it  is transformable, and we will not guar- violets are identical in form, texture or color, nor do 
antee an eternal chain of progress to all deficient per- their blossoms emit exactly the same fragrance. This 
sonalities. Thus had these two kindred souls jour- is true of every form of life from the crystal to a man. 
neyed together for what was only a moment in the It is doubtful if the atoms show any closer agreement 
great stretch of their developing life, each helping the than that of two red or white roses. This is said to be 
other as far as possible and only separated when the due to environment—temporal and spacial extension, 
greater momentum of the one carried her rapidly be- But there is sufficient similarity of agreement of types 
yond the reach of her slower companion. Thus attrae- to make the rule a working hypothesis. In fact, the 
tions succeed each other throughout the Life; some- variation does not destroy the fact or aetion of the
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principle. Foe the current or force of thought acts 
upon all life wit It such impact m  to produce these dif 
ferences amid the variety of types. So that while phe 
nomena vary and results differ, the life and thought 
forces are the same, and this thought, force works 
through the human organism os electricity through a 
battery. the nervous system and the brain, in particu 
lar, becoming a negative and positive dynamo, causing 
any number of minds to agree and so register or attract 
the same vibration of thought:. The process is superior 
to> but in principle not; unlike wireless telegraphy.

As everything has its negative and positive pole, 
and this physical fact lies at the basis of normal, or 
ganic life and its expressions, it furnishes a clue to 

t telepathic communication, l'£ inspiration is provoca 
tive of thought ns electricity is of light or heat, accord 
ing to the medium employed, then it is not difficult to 
understand how thought can be kindled, in minds the 
world over. Nor is it hard to perceive how, since in 
spiration like electricity is a universal element, and 
the brain by its structure and substance is a battery 
for the induct ibilily (generation) of its by-product 
thought, similar and kindred phenomena can be in 
duced in other minds and brains and appear when these 
minds are keyed to the same vibration. The transla 
tion of thought from mind to mind, flashing as does a 
spark of fire to inflammable material, igniting, is a 
psychological process classified as supernormal. 
Whether thought is considered as indigenous to each 
mind or a  reflection from superior minds (a view point 
very popular among classic philosophical writers, as 
Plato), or whether it be ns a Ved&otist teaches, an il 
lusion of the negative of life, is immaterial, since it 
appears uniform under the conditions which have been 
described. That there are series and groups of thought 

* existent in each ones mind is evident to anyone who 
has made a serious study of the mind itself, and that, 
certain notions, even ideas, which correspond with 
certain things in nature have a subjective as well as 
objective attraction for and relation to each other and 
so afliiuiti/.c, prove the oneness, solidarity and integ 
r ity  of the universe. To make this clear, a common il 
lustration can be given. A is a mother whose son B is 
a brakeman on the B. & M. R. R. She resides with 
her son in Lowell, Mass., and wishes to visit a friend 
iu  Boston who is G. Late in the day she makes up her 
m ind to see G the next morning, but. does not know 
where. €  lives, She desires to meet B, who started out 
very early the. next morning on a trip , but there is but 
one chance in a  hundred that she will see him on his 
tra in  a t the station. However, she does see him, re 
ceives the address, but he expresses the fear that as 
G is very busyf A will not find C in, A comes to Bos 
ton, finds €  in, who relates a vision he had early that 
morning, about 5 o ‘dock, of being on a train and 
actually doing the work of a brakeman. C had never

met A, so ( lie case was a peculiar one, if not one of 
telepathy. A, with a determination to see C, trans 
mitted the thought I lirough space, .so that at the re 
ceptive moment C received u knowledge of B’s occu 
pation when making up his train  in the yards at'Lowell 
and getting ready for this trip. C knew six hours be 
forehand that A was interested in B and that B had 
something to do with ears.

This not only illustrated in a novel way the relativ 
ity of ideas or t houghts, hut i t  illustrates how material 
things are associated with thoughts by a psychical 
process which is more mysterious than wireless telegra 
phy. "Whether the brain of A, B and C were irregu 
larly synchronized or their minds occultly connected 
by ether waves, as most minds are, is not impossible. 
B ut 0  had no other way of knowing that A intended 
to call or that B was her son than through telepathic 
communication.

When these phenomena, now reeoudite and appar 
ently too illusive to be gotten a t by the usual scientific 
methods, are understood and classified, signals can be 
adopted and a symbological language invented which 
will supply an intelligible code of interpretation. Meii 
now at a loss to know how to poise or condition their 
minds in order to communicate telepathically with 
each other, will find the means, and by applying rules 
and conditions which make such intercourse possible 
and practical, will find the secret of sp irit communion 
and communication. And when the brain can be made 
a responsible intelligent coherer, so tha t disorderly and 
heterogeneous thoughts will not and cannot intervene 
to in terrupt the transmission of a  correct message (and 
this can be done only by patient, persistent practice), 
who will lim it the power of this new and higher mode 
of transm itting thought ?

To cart religion along in  Spiritualism is as ridicu 
lous as it would be to carry  a horse in  an automobile to 
help run the engine. We are not offering a mystery 
cult. W e are offering a sane and sensible clue to the 
unraveling of the mystery of Life, here, now and here 
after. Life after death is ju st like life after birth. 
The man of the fu ture depends largely on how the 
boy spent his time in youth. The life after death de 
pends largely on how a man spent his time after birth.

The law of compensation governs life in  both stages 
of expression.
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FUNDAMENTALISM
By B. F. AUSTIN, Eh ©. Editor of “Reason'’

What is Fundamentalism?
' It may' fee defined as a  collection of dogmas, con 
sidered by orthodox churchmen especially important 
to faith in, and perpetuation of, Christian religion. 
All who advocate and defend these fundamental 
teachings are ranked as friends of Christianity, while 
those who question or deny them, are looked upon as 
the enemies of ‘ ‘ the faith once delivered to the saints.”

Among these teachings regarded as fundamental 
and constituting the heart of the fundamentalist 
movement we may recount:

1. The Bible as the “ Word of God,”  containing 
a revelation of the divine will and teachings neces 
sary to human' salvation.

2. The fall of man and the consequent depravity 
of human nature.

3. The utter inadequacy of the teachings of Nature 
and of the human experiences as a guide to right con 
duct and to peace and happiness, and lienee the neces 
sity of a divine revelation.

4. The dogma of the Vicarious Atonement through 
the sufferings and death of Jesus for the sins of the 
world.

5. A final and general judgment fixing the eternal 
doom of mankind for weal or woe.
6. The Trinity or three persons in one God head.
7. Miracles as suspensions or abrogations of natural 

law or eruptions of N ature’s order.
8. Miraculous answers to prayer.
9. Conversion as an instantaneous transformation 

of human character—a Divine act by which the sin 
ner is changed into a saint and becomes a child of 
God and an heir of Heaven.

W hat is Modernism?
Modernism, or liberal religion as it is sometimes 

called, stands squarely opposed to each of these postu 
lates of Fundamentalism. From reason and human 
experience it refutes them as the product of the human 
mind in the days of the past ignorance and barbarism. 
It regards them as utterly  unsuited to the needs ©f 
humanity in  tins more advanced and scientific age. 
It looks upon them as the product of the childhood 
of the race, before the birth of modern science, or the 
higher moral consciousness of the age, and as much 
out of place in  modern thought as the wooden plow 
mid the old stage coach are in our life today.

The New Theology is but another name for Modern 
ism. I t  recognizes religion as a  natural product of 
human nature. Modernism and the New Theology 
both find great ethical values in early religion and in 
the numerous Bibles of our day, and urge their fol 

lowers “ to seek the Truth wherever found on Chris 
tian or on Fagan ground.”  They teach God as an 
Infinite Intelligence, imminent in nature—not a per 
sonality. In  the sixty-six books of the Bible they find 
along with fable, myth, legend, many errors and some 
impossible stories, much food for serious thought and 
study and much aid in the building of character. But 
from the standpoint of reason this collection of books 
known as our Bible, Is no infallibility and has no 
authority save the truth it contains. They rank among 
the other Bibles that other religions have produced. 
Our Bible may be, probably is, superior to aU other 
Bibles, but it is primis inter pares. FIBST among 
equals, f t  is not in a category of infallibility by it 
self. All the liberal religions, including Spiritualism, 
deny the fall of man, repudiate vicarious atonement, 
and a final general judgment, throw overboard the doc 
trines of the Trinity and miracles, and are favorable 
toward what is known as the wider hope for Human 
ity,

What is Spiritualism?
Spiritualism comes into the world unfettered by any 

alliance with creeds or dogmas. I t was bom of the 
love and wisdom of the Spirit spheres. Its foundations 
are the facts and principles of Nature and the teach 
ings of human experience. It is absolutely free to ac 
cept all demonstrated or demonstrable truths in  re 
ligions of the past or the new religions of today. It 
stands four-square in opposition to fundamentalism 
which it regards as a great Incubus on the intellectual 
life'of today. While admitting ethical value in many 
Bible teachings, it repudiates orthodox claims of Bible 
infallibility, and denies that the Bible is inerrant or 
in any proper sense the Word of God. It regards the 
claim that the Jewish and sacred writings, known as 
our Bible-^so replete with error, mistake, fable, myth 
,and literary excrescences, with its impossible narra 
tives., vulgarities and varying moralities—constitute 
the Word of God as one of the rankest blasphemies of 
the time. ^

The special mission of Spiritualism is the Gospel 
of Life unending, demonstrated, the open door of 
communication between the mortal and the spiritual 
reality and the higher teachings and inspirations of 
the Spirit World, as demonstrable and demonstrated 
facts in Nature and in human life, and as valuable aids 
to humanity in the way of comfort, guidance and 
character building.

The Foundation of Fundamentalism 
The advocates of fundamentalism base its claims to 

credence; first, on Bible teachings; second, the author- 
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MON SENSE THAN GOOD TASTE IN THE RE 
LIGIOUS DOGMATISM OF TODAY THAN THE 
FREQUENT ASSERTIONS ABOUT THE 
“'PLANS,” “ PURPOSES." “ SCHEMES" AND 
“ DESIGNS55 OF THE ALMIGHTY. AS THOUGH 
THE WRITER OR SPEAKER HAD JUST LEFT 
A CABINET MEETING OF THE SUPREME 

.POWERS AND THE ALMIGHTY HAD WHIS 
PERED IN HIS EAR. THE SECRETS OF THE 
DIVINE GOVERNMENT, JUDGE RUTHER 
FORD'S CONCEIT LEADS HIM TO BE THE 
MOST FREQUENT AND FLAGRANT VIOLATOR 
OF GOOD JUDGMENT AND GOOD TASTE IN 
THIS REGARD ON THE PUBLIC PLATFORM 
TODAY, BILLY SUNDAY FOLLOWS HIM AS A 
CLOSE SECOND.

As far as we may judge of the purposes of God to 
ward His children by all we know of Nature and of 
life, no such purpose of saving men from error or mis 
take is at all apparent to the open minded investigator 
of truth, Man's happiness, comfort, growth and char 
acter depend, ii is true, very largely upon his knowl 
edge of. and obedience to law on the physical, mental 
and spiritual planes. Knowledge is an essential to 
the highest success and well being in every field of 
human endeavor—agriculture, manufacture, inven 
tion, sematifie, investigation, music, art, education, 
healing, etc. Yet in none of these is it claimed that 
God was given a book for human guidance. Why then 
in religion! The evident purpose of nature—if such a 
purpose exists—seems to be that in all departments 
of human activity men should learn by his errors, mis 
takes and bitter experiences, to amend and improve 
his life as he grows in experience and knowledge. The 
a^umption of a book that its worshippers claim will 
solve life’s mysteries, make plain the path of the in 
vestigator of truth and save men from error and sin, 
has proven a most lamentable failure as the Christian 
world with its two hundred warring creeds, "enmities, 
jealousies, rivalries and oppositions, amply proves. 
The Bible, m place of unifying Christendom, has been 
the one great bone of contention among religionists. 
Nature's plan of educating men by experience and 
not by a miraculous book, and of saving men by char 
acter rather than by vicarious atonement is apparent 
to every seeker after truth.

Ih-e B irange Inconsistency o f Fimdame nt alisin

Fundamentalists accept as the foundation of their 
belief in historic Christianity the hearsay reports of 
a number of credulous people, as to the reappearance 
of Jesus after his crucifixion, with a few doubtful testi 
monials, cone of whom were eye witnesses, and reject 
the million-fold testimony of today as to the reappear 
ance of the so-called dead. How weak the testimony 
and evidence for the resurrection of Jesus in the New

Testament, Gregg in his ' ‘Creed of Christendom5’ 
pointed out. A few dead witnesses who lived in a 
credulous and superstit ious ago, are in the opinion of 
Fundamentalists of vastly more importance and 
weight than the multiplied testimonies of the greatest 
men of our day. The reports of the resurrection of 
Jesus are divergent and contradictory, yet the Funda 
mentalist. accepts them without question and scoffs 
at the testimony of scientists, statesmen, clergymen, 
men of letters and psychic searchers to the very same 
phenomena, viz., the reappearance and messages of 
men who have passed through the change called 
Death.

The Resurrection is the basic fact of historic Chris 
tianity. It was the special message of primitive 
Christianity. The testimony of the early*" church was 
to this fact. The disciples and missionaries of the new 
religion went everywhere proclaiming this message: 
“ Jesus has risen from the Dead.55 They did not em 
phasize any miraculous birth, nor His miracles of heal 
ing, nor the virtue of His death, nor His deific char 
acter. The one message was His resurrection. This 
Man, Jesus, a Teacher, a Healer, a Comforter, who 
went about doing good, was crucified, dead, buried, and 
the third day He rose from the dead, yet the truth is 
far from, satisfactory to the critic of today.

Yet assuming every report of Jesus5 reappearance 
true, there is nothing in the entire narrative for which 
the phenomena of modern Spiritualism does not fur 
nish an adequate and rational explanation.

Of the four gospels Matthew does not claim to have 
been an eye witness of the resurrection of Jesus. Most 
of his gospel is a compilation of events he did not 
witness. Mark and Luke contradict some of Matthew's 
statements. Matthew knew only a part of Jesus’ min 
istry. The second gospel, Mark, has no name at 
tached to the original. Rumor says that Mark got his 
gospel from Peter. Mark was not even a follower 
of Jesus, much less an eye witness of His resurrection, 
Luke was not an eye witness of /the Resurrection. Bis 
introduction sets forth the fact he was compiling re 
ports from others and not bearing independent testi 
mony. The Gospel of John is not a history, but a 
polemic in which John draws a clear distinction be 
tween Jesus the Man, who was purely human, and the 
Christ Principle or immaterial being, wlio descended 
upon Him at His baptism and left Him at the be 
ginning of His Passion. According to critics John’s 
gospel cannot be regarded as a history or in any sense 
a personal testimony to the Resurrection.

Gregg in his wonderful work, the “ Creed of Chris 
tendom,'5 declares that in these gospels: “ We have 
not the direct testimony of any of the Twelve, nor any 
eye witness at all, that they saw Jesus on earth after 

(Continued on page 44)
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A N S W E R S  
T o Questions

Letters intended for this department must reach oar office 
not later than the 1st of the month in order to insure an 
answer in the next issue.

Address Psychio Power Question Department, 1904 N. Clark 
Street.

All questions m ust be of such a nature as will in 
terest the reading public. Private questions to be 
answered by mail m ust be accompanied by a sub 
stantial remittance. In  writing, state facts in a clear 
and concise manner. Take time to write your letter; 
write plainly, especially your name and address. If 
you will kindly observe these instructions it  will en 
able us to serve you  better.

Availing m yself of your question bos, I  venture to 
ask the following questions which are of general in 
terest to seekers after the tru th :

(1) I  once read this statement in  an occult mag 
azine: 4‘The good last a  little longer on the finer 
plane.”  Also, a spiritualistic weekly once asserted 
that there are some spirits so wholly vicious that they 
are annihilated (or u burst,”  as it were) through their 
own evil tendencies. Is  one to assume, therefore, that 
only a proportion of sonls have an after life of any 
duration, and that, even the best of them perish sooner 
or later?

(2) About 35,000,000 people die annually * to say 
nothing of the already countless number of the dead. 
Where is there room in  the spirit realms for such a 
constantly growing number, assuming that souls do 
have eternal life?

(3) This same spiritualistic weekly asserted that
the spirit realms are lighted by reflected rays from the 
solar system. Theosophy says (although I  am not a 
theosophist) that some tim e the solar system will per 
ish. Science also points to the same probability. A t 
such a time, w ill there be no light in the spirit world, 
inasmuch as there can be no reflection of what has 
been annihilated ? GEMINI.

QUESTION NO. 1— E very person is a law unto 
themselves and all life  is as it appears to the individual. 
It is like taking fresh air; some take plenty while 
others take less and some try  to get along without any.

If you had: followed the Editor's essays on Life and 
Death you would know that she takes plenty of fresh 
air. The L ife in the Spirit world is as you take it 

or as you see it.
We never saw anyone bursting, because of their 

viciousness, in  this life  and we have contacted with 
some vicious people. Some o f them fail in their 
schemes and some fall into the hands of the law, which

removes them from the path of their victims; but they 
are existing, some place, even though they are no 
longer in a position to do harm.

It is possible that we advance beyond their inter* 
ferenee, but that does not give us the right to say they 
arc ‘‘busted up in business.”  They no doubt are lying 
in wait for other victims. The LAW is CHANGE, not 
annihilation.

QUESTION NO. 2-—Take the family for a simile: 
One child takes up all the room and the time of the 
parents. The second child is added and the third, per 
haps ten or eleven; there were thirteen children in the 
writer’s family and there was room for all of them. 
The parents’ hearts were not overcrowded; they were 
enlarged. Each child just shifted to make room for the 
newcomer. It is noted that the mind has a great deal 
to do with all circumstances. Those who are dead take 
up much less room than when they were living; they 
learn how to adjust themselves. Then, too, there are 
many deaths, and death makes room for more. Space 
is like tim e; it is limitless.

The spirit body can pass through any material sub 
stance and can exist in any substance without inter 
ference. The writer has contacted with people who 
are inhabited with dozens of spirit entities. The Bible 
says in Mark 5 :2-9, “ 2. And when he came out o f the 
ship, immediately there met him out of the tombs, 
a man with an unclean spirit,

“ 3. Who had his dwelling among- the tombs; and 
no man could bind him, no. not with chains :

i:4. Because that he had often been bound with 
fetters and chains, and the chains had been plucked 
asunder by him, and the fetters broken in pieces: 
neither could any man tame him.

“ 5. And always, night and day, he was in the 
mountains, and in the tombs, crying, and cutting him 
self with stones.

“  6. But when he saw Jesus afar off, he ran and 
worshipped him,

‘17. And cried with a loud voice, and said, "What 
have I to do with thee, Jesus, thou son of the most 
high God ? I adjure thee by God, that thou torment 
me not.

For he said unto him. Gome out o f the man, 
thou unclean spirit.

“ 9. And the man asked him, What is thy name? 
And he answered, saying, My name is Legion; for we 
are many.”

Those who are dead live in space but do not take 
up standing room. Their bodies are visible and tan 
gible, but not of the flesh substance. There are those 
who, before they become reconciled to the new mode 
of living, seem to be in need of living quarters, and 
these make themselves felt to the extent that all other 
occupants are crowded out; hence, as a result, we have
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Answers to “The Riddle of the Fiddle”
( rend the answer to Mrs. Chapman’s v isicS toJH  

«ohse Unit tin' Spirit mpaiit the answcJfc*tie “ Man.” 
For the vision is ipntienl will, Daniel’s visions in t$tt 
Old TesImtiHgL •

“ Man” is in Heaven nii^fEarth.
“ Matt” eonstitutes the tBdve trikes of

“ Ms*" is bom nnderfthe twelve s ^ s H f  ihcBodiae.
“ Msis MWJJ ho in linriiKinv nr can live in discord 

with earth and Heavenly Spirits.

The Wolin represent^ Man’s life in t i l l  intlnciiee 
with Spirit Dove.

The Mtklfe represents Matt’s life under in 11 nonce 
of Spirit Hate.
; “Man” is the the wq^d, and that Sghi’i j
wilifeto, the body beituififuUv mantled in darkneS H  

“ Man’’ lias tea powers concentrated in two. 
Meanl-agfMs teifc lingers which are concentrated into 
two hands. He can produce harmony or discord ‘spa* 
the Fiddle or the Violin. Further, there are J^K  
powers, namely: Seeing, hearing, smelling, tasting and 
feeling, which are operated through five other powers 
—head, arms, legs, body, fingers and toes. These I m  
pose “ Man.” These ten powers concentrated Jake 
Life a Harmony or a Discord.

Base.’iwcS disg'Foding are.the lower powers, as thus 
indu-atml by t-hoir posiU^lSin “ Man's’’ body. YellT 
even there, .to the oxi romity, tshey asepfeijer subjec 
tion to the horns, i. t,, the powers -of Mite head, the 
fiw senses.

The huge stones iu the path of “ Man,” I  feel, are 
the different “ Isms” that are thrown in “ Man’s ” 
pathway in his search for TeWSs 

Happy are we if our choitoe' is to let all 
vested powera radiate Spirit Love.

MRS. LOUIS HAENLEIN. 
Saginaw, Mich., Route 4.

D«d Wasn't Worrying 
“ You boy is trying to write poetry, you say!” 
“ Yes.”
"W hy don't you diseoarage him?"
"Oh, the editors will attend to that.|’—Boston Trun-

scripts *

S U B S C R I P T I O N  b l a n k

****"'>•-....... ..............................i»...
rMkn«*»r rsxriuo row am. i*4* s. cwo. so. etiimB,s M

pt«»c »st*r H>y saWrlatiBB *» on* w *n  1m : « , .
rtwe? the itttH of tftwt VHvlUvA.

Kontf ‘rrvtvvi,

A Mr*** ft* *  * 'V  * vv %**-*.M*i-v%** a.-k

N o  B sc H o r  T h em
,  A fam ily moved in to A  r k ansas, and  as they had been 
accustomed to keeping everyth ing under lock and key 
(hey brought their locks witli thorn. Having a sub. 
stiuitiid-looking tool-house, the liead 'b f the family pm 
a big lock on tlie door.

c libH ; fo r miles ;iround dropped in to look 
to lie in hostile of mind 

nfter one visit. Fina'Jly a delegation of leading farm, 
ers called on the m an of

“  W hy did you move among us if  f l u  thought we 
were as bad as you t r y l o  make out i l t h p ^  asked.

Why, I have the best kini®San opinion of

“ Well, then, why do you lock your tool-house! 
.Don’t  you know th a t nobody in  A rkansas ever stoic 
anything to work w ith ? ” —J-udge.

STATEMENT OF THE OW NERSHIP. MANAGEMENT, CIBCC- 
l.ATION. ETC.. REQUIRED BY TH E ACT OF 

CONGRESS OF AUGUST 24, 1012. 
P k i d b l B l W i H w ^ E l ^  published M onthly a t  Chicago, lit, lot 

S late of Illinois. County o f Cook—ss.
Before im*. :i notary public in  and  fo r the  State ana M an  

aforesaid. personally appeared (M rs.) Effa E. Daneleon-, who. having 
been duly sworn according to  law, deposes and says that she is 
the Owner, Publisher and E d ito r of the  PSYCHIC POWER, and 
th a t the  following is. to  th e  best o f h e r knowledge and belief, a 
true statem ent of the  ownership, managem ent (and if a daur 
paper, the circulation), etc., o f th e  aforesaid publication for the 
date shown in th e  above caption, required by the  Act of August 
2*1. .1912. embodied In section 443, P ostal Laws and Regulations, 
prill ted oil the reverse of th is  form , to  w it :

1. T h a t the names and addresses of th e  publisher, editor, man 
aging editor, and business m anagers a r e :

Publisher—Effa E. Pnnclson, Chicago, 111.
Edl t or—Sumo.
M anaging E ditor—None.
Business M anagers— None.
2. T h a t tlie owner is :  ( I f  the  publication is  owned by an in 

dividual. his name and address, o r if  owned by more than one 
individual the nam e and address of each, should be given below: 
if the publicatioir is owned by a  corporation th e  name of the con 
poriiHou and the nam es and addresses of th e  stockholders owning 
or holding one percent or more of th e  to ta l am ount of stock should 
be given. )

There are  no stockholders o r m ortgages.
Mffa E. Piinelsou. 1904 N. C lark Sf.. Chicago, 111.
S. T h a t the  known bondholders, m ortgagees, and other security 

holders owning o r holding 1  p e r cen t o r  m ore of total amount of 
bonds, mortgages, o r o th e r secu rities  a r c :  ( I f  there are none, so
state .)
. None,

4. T ha t (ho two p arag raphs  n ex t above. giving the names of the 
ovrtim . stockholders, an d  security  holders, if  any. contain not only 
th e  lis t of stockholders and security  holders as  they appear upon 
the books of the  company but also, in  cases w here the-stockholder 
or security  holder appears upon th e  books of the company as trustee 
or in any o ther fiduciary relation , th e  nam e o f the person or cor 
poration fo r whom such tra ste r ' Is ac ting , is given; also that the 
said two paragraphs con ta in  s ta tem e n ts  em bracing affiant’s full 
knowledge mul belief a s  to  the  circum stances and conditions under 
which stockholders and security  holders w ho do no t appear upon the 
books of the  company as  trustees, hold stock  and securities in a 
capacity o ther than  th a t of a  bona fide o w n e r; and th is  affiant has 
no reason to believe th a t any  o th e r person, association, or corpora 
tion hds any  in terest d irect o r  in d irec t id  th e  said stock, bonds, 
or o ther securities than  as  so s ta te d  by him .

8 . T h a t the  average num ber of copies of each issue of this pub 
lication sold o r distributed, through th e  m ails  o r otherwise, to paid 
subscribers during  the  six m onths preceding  th e  date shown above 
is  . . . . . .  (This Inform ation Is required from  daily publication?only.)

E F F A  E. DANEtSON.
Sworn to  and subscribed before m e th is  1 s t day of October, 1924.

W ALTER 0 .  HENRY.
(My commission expires J a n . 6, 1927.)

Rend "Journeys Through Space” The only book 
of its kind which deals with the question of Lift 
after death from a scientific point of view.

The book with a human touch; sound, sensiHt 
and easy to understand.

t



P S Y C H I C  P O W E R
1

R TH E FIRST
T IM E  truth seek 

ers in O ccultism  

will have the privilege of 

reading in the N ew  O ccult 

Digest, scientific occultism  

in plain talk divested of all 

technical phraseology, a di 

gest of Advanced T hought 

of self-interest'and every-day  

help.

E d ited  by  EFFA E. DANELSON

NEW STAR
has appeared in the 

P sych ic  firm am en t— 
a brigh t lum inary  in the L it �

erary  W orld . It shines bril 

liantly, illuminating the dark 

places, giving light and joy to 

millions which, by its refined 

readings and pleasing pictures, 

will give unalloyed happiness to 

thousands of delighted readers.

Announcing The Occult Digest
A Monthly for Everybody

Interested in the Problem of LIFE—HERE and HEREAFTER
H E R E  IS A  VO IC E in the world today speaking constantly, yet this voice—pregnant 

w ith  so much that is important and vital to the masses—is indistinct to them. Blind 
Faith, Religious Superstition, Obsolete Dogma, have clogged their ears and they are 
m issing the most beautiful things of life—the higher truths that lead to right thinking.

T he Occult D igest will monthly give in a comprehensive yet concentrated form, 
the worth-while news on Occult Science and cognate subjects. “Know Thyself” is 
a sacred injunction to all. To help you correctly interpret this impelling voice the 
O ccult D igest is indispensable. For quick and convenient travel the automobile is 
the essential vehicle today. For necessary truths about your immortal soul, The

Occult D igest is  the one expository.
The “Occult” You W ill Quickly “ Digest”- -Read With Zeal—Studied With Zest

T H E  O C C 0 1 T  D I G E S T  
Is exclusively devo ted  to  a  c lean , concise, popu la r exposition of the  
Laws of N a tu ra l Science. E v e ry  issue  w ill be  a  com pendium  of 
psychology, m e tap h y s ic s  a n d  m c tap sy ch ics.

Each num ber w ill co n ta in  p ith y , pun g en t a n d  p en e tra tin g  a rtic le s  
relating to  th e  fa c u lty  a n d  fu n c tio n s ; n a tu re , a ttr ib u te s  a n d  pow ers 
of the physical, p sy ch ica l a n d  s p ir i tu a l m an .

Its  param oun t a im  a n d  a n im a tin g  a m b itio n  is  to  give p rac tica l and  
helpful a id  to  a  b e t te r  a n d  c le a re r  u n d e rs ta n d in g  of the  h igher 
phases of a c tiv i ty  o f n a tu r a l  law s— m a n 's  re la tio n  to  the  W orld of 
Today an d  Tom orrow . W ritte n , il lu s tra te d  a n d  presented  in  an  
elucidating, e lev a tin g  a n d  e n te r ta in in g  m anner.

T H E  O C C U L T  D I G E S T  
will bo th e  a u th o r ita tiv e  p u b lica tio n  on a ll m a tte r s  re la tin g  to Occult 
Science an d  co g n a te  s u b je c ts . I t  w ill be a  ve ritab le  searchlight- 
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